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interest in the use of spaced antenna techniques and their acquisition
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Doppler beam swinging and spaced antenna systems, to derive profiles of

wind and turbulence parameters in the convective boundary layer provided
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cross-correlation of atmospheric echoes received at separated

antennas in a spaced-antenna (SA) system contains information on the

wind and turbulence in the scattering volume (e.g. Briggs. 1980; Larsen

and Rottger, 1989). The basic concept of the SA is presented in the

classical paper by Briggs et al. (1950). In the analysis of data

obtained from SA systems, the most common approach is to assume models

of the diffraction pattern without relating it to the statistical

properties of the scattering'media (e.g. Briggs and Vincent, 1992). To

better understand the fundamental principles and limitations of spaced-

antenna theory, we develop a formulation which relates the properties of

the refractive index field (e.g., its spatial spectrum) and its

advecting flow (e.g., uniform or turbulent) to the cross-correlation of

the diffraction pattern of the scattered field and, consequently, the

cross-correlation and cross-spectra of echoes in spaced receivers. An

important aspect of this formulation is that the cross-correlation of

the diffraction pattern is derived without assuming any symmetry between

the positions or antennas of the transmitter and receivers.

This formulation is also free of some other limiting assumptions

and misconceptions present in previous analyses of spaced antenna

systems. Furthermore, we present ways in which the echoes measured by

spaced receivers can be related to advection and evolution of the

diffraction pattern, and therefore new ways to estimate the horizontal

wind with spaced antenna wind profilers.

Liu et al. (1990) are the first to relate the properties of the

turbulent wind and refractive index irregularities in the radar's

resolution volume to the complex cross-correlation of echoes in a pair

of receivers located symmetrically about a transmitter. They assume,

however, receivers have antennas identical to the transmitter, and the

receivers and transmitter to be on a common baseline with a separation

limited to be a small fraction of the beam width (i.e., the width of the

radar's resolution volume). Furthermore, because they fix the pair of

receivers to be located symmetrically about a transmitter, their
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solution for the cross-correlation cannot give the actual statistical

structure of the diffraction pattern. Nevertheless, their results are

applicable for most practical SA systems.

Although in many practical situations the displacement of the

receivers is small compared to the far-field beam width, the receiving

and transmitting antennas are rarely identical and along a common

baseline. Only if receiving antennas are matched to the transmitting

one, and are on a common baseline, can we expect perfect correlation of

echoes in the receivers if irregularities are simply advected by uniform

wind.

Among the various scattering models which are available, we

select, as did Liu et al. (1990), the volume scattering model to

describe the scattering medium. We consider the effects that turbulent

flow and the spatial spectrum of embedded refractive index

irregularities have on the statistics of the diffraction pattern. The

conditions under which the cross-correlation function can be represented

by the model assumed by Briggs and Vincent (1992) are given.

We begin in Section II by presenting a conceptual description of

the diffraction pattern. From this we can infer some of the results

which are more formally arrived at in later sections.

We develop in Section III a formulation in which identical

receiving antennas can have diameters different than that of the

transmitter. We also allow the receivers to be asymmetrically placed

far from a transmitter, and not necessarily along a line passing through

the transmitter. In this study we can allow the receivers to be

omnidirectional so that in effect we measure the scattered electric

field at a point on the ground. Thus we can examine the statistical

properties of the diffraction pattern. Furthermore, since we do not

constrain the receivers to be symmetrically located, we make evident the

asymmetry and non-homogeneity in the statistical structure of the

electric field diffraction pattern.

In Section IV we investigate solutions of this formulation for

different assumptions of the flow (uniform or turbulent) and different

correlation lengths of the scattering irregularities. We proceed to

present methods for estimating horizontal wind from the cross
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correlation of signals and finally show sample results of such wind

measurements using a 915 MHz spaced antenna profiler.

Our solution for the cross-correlation and cross-spectrum are

based primarily on a Gaussian model for the refractive index correlation

(or its corresponding spectrum); this is also the one used by Liu et al.

(1990). In Section IV.B.1 we specify the conditions under which the

Gaussian model results can be applied to a larger class of refractive

index spectra, including the Kolmogorov-type associated with isotropic

turbulence. But, we also consider in Appendix C a more realistic

statistical model of refractive index fluctuations based upon turbulence

theory. We also show there is a significant difference in the results

obtained with these two models. We show conditions under which our

solution for scatter from refractive index irregularities is identical

to that for scatter from particulates such as raindrops (Section

IV.C.3).

In Section V we discuss the cross-spectrum of the diffraction

pattern. We directly derive the complex cross-spectrum by relating it to

two spectral sampling functions and the spatial spectrum of refractive

index irregularities. Because of analytical complexities, Liu et al.

(1990) only give an algebraic expression for the cross-spectrum for the

uniform wind case. Sheppard and Larsen (1992) resorted to numerical

simulation to examine the spectra when irregularities are advected by

turbulent wind. We obtain, however, an algebraic expression for the

cross-spectrum valid for both of those cases. The cross-spectrum is

expressed in terms of SA parameters and the properties (e.g.,

correlation lengths, mean wind, turbulence intensity, etc.) of the

scattering medium. We finally present a method to retrieve the wind from

the cross-spectrum for the case of turbulent wind generating isotropic

refractive index irregularities at scales about the Bragg wavelength.

In Appendix A it is argued that even if scatterers are frozen and

are uniformly transported by wind along the direction parallel to the

baseline of a pair of spaced receiving antennas symmetrically placed

about the transmitter, the diffraction pattern does not strictly advect

with a speed twice the speed of the scatterers. Furthermore, the cross-

correlation of signals in spaced receivers has two equal amplitude peaks
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in the space-time lag domain. The pair of perfect correlation peaks

results if and only if uniform wind is directed along the baseline of a

pair of matched bistatic receivers. This interpretation is at variance

with those that suggest perfect correlation results from the advection

of an unchanging diffraction pattern. We also point out a defect in

using a pair of scatterers (e.g., Briggs, 1980) to determine the speed

of the diffraction field.

In Appendix B we derive the wavenumber, time-lag spectra for

refractive index irregularities that are locally conserved. This is an

alternative method to that presented by Tatarskii (1971). We also

develop a relation between the eddy dissipation rate and the lifetime of

the Bragg scatterers, and show the conditions under which this lifetime

can be increased over that estimated by Tatarskii.

In Appendix C we develop a simplified expression for the cross-

correlation involving a single integral that can be applied to

horizontally isotropic scatterers described by an arbitrary spatial

spectrum. We consider the effect of vertical anisotropy on the cross-

correlation and, in particular, on the correlation scale of the

diffraction pattern. We show how our results are related to expressions

developed by Briggs (1992) in his study of the aspect sensitivity of

spaced-antenna radars.
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II. A BRIEF CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN

Before we embark on a detailed mathematical description of the

statistical properties of the scattered field, we provide first a

conceptual description from which we can infer some of the properties of

the field. This will not only provide us with a physical insight into

some aspects of the problem, but can also serve as a guide to the

interpretation of the more rigorous solution which follows this brief

discussion.

Consider a homogeneous layer of refractive index irregularities at

an altitude Zo illuminated by a vertically directed beam of an antenna

having lengths Dx, Dy in the x,y directions. This defines a radar

resolution volume V6 (Doviak and Zrnic 1993 p.80) having approximate

horizontal dimensions D,:zXo/Dx, Dsy~zo/Dy in the x, y directions

(Fig.l). The refractive index irregularities are assumed to have

horizontal correlation lengths PcxPcy in the x, y directions, and a

vertical correlation length Pcz in the z direction.

As originally pointed out by Tatarskii (1971), refractive index

scales (i.e., wavelengths) about the Bragg wavelength AB=X/2sin (6/2)

along the vertical are the ones which principally contribute to the

scattered field, where X is the radar wavelength and O8 is the

scattering angle (i.e., the angle between the wave vectors of the

incident and scattered fields). For backscatter from vertically directed

beams, AB=:/2. In this case the radar effectively samples the spatial

spectrum l,(KxKy,Kz) of the refractive index irregularities at the

vertical wavenumber Kz=2k,, where ko E27/. (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993).

Thus we are principally concerned with the correlation lengths of "Bragg

scatterers" defined in terms of the 2-dimensional (K,,Ky) Fourier

transform of 4n(Kx,Ky,Kz) at Kz = 2ko (the idea of a Bragg scatterer

is analogous to the discrete scatter approach used by Briggs (1992) to
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determine the statistical structure (e.g., the correlation lengths) of

the diffraction pattern for SA systems).

)-C -C^-------ilA-

\ --- ox I

\ Bragg I

Scatterer/
vi,

s J
'_% '

zo

Dx

T

I
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(a) The scattering (b) The diffraction
volume (at z=z ) pattern (at z=O )

Fig.l (a) A schematic depicting Bragg scatterers within an area
illuminated by a transmitting antenna having lengths D,, D,. (b) A
hypothetical diffraction pattern produced by the Bragg scatterers
if PBX << Dx, pBy << OD.

The horizontal correlation lengths PBax Pay of the Bragg scatterers

are the reciprocals of the widths of Zn(KxKyKz) , at Kz = 2k,, along

the KxKy directions.

For the case considered in Fig.l, we assume PBaxPey small

compared to D,s and D,. Thus there will be many independent Bragg
scatterers filling the area illuminated by the transmitter. Each Bragg

scatterer will illuminate an area on the ground having dimensions of

about Z,,/PBx, Zo/PBy. A well defined interference pattern would form

J
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-I- - - -
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if the Bragg scatterers were coherent, one with respect to the other,

and uniformly spaced. Although PBX'PBY are assumed small compared to

the resolution volume width, let's further assume they are small

compared to the antenna dimensions (i.e., PBx<Dxi PBy<Dy). Then,

because the angular widths X/Px,X/PBy of the scattered field are

larger than the beamwidths X/Dx, X/Dy of the antenna, all Bragg

scatterers within the illuminated area Dx'DSy contribute significantly

to the field at points about the transmitting antenna. By drawing an

analogy to an array of radiating elements, it is well known that the

separation of lobes or fringes of this pattern is determined by the

lengths DxDsy (Ma, 1974). Then it follows that the ground diffraction

pattern would have fringe spacings of about zo/Dz,XZo/DsY or simply

Dx, Dy.

Because the Bragg scatterers are not coherently related nor

uniformly spaced we expect the diffraction pattern will exhibit a

randomly appearing structure. Nevertheless, the principal wavelength or

scale in this pattern will still be about D,Dy in the respective

directions. Thus we expect the signals in the receivers to lose

correlation when antennas are separated by about Dx,Dy. This is shown

more rigorously in Section IV.B.3.

Any asymmetry of the correlation length of the diffraction pattern

is therefore related only to the asymmetry of the antenna. If an antenna

is circularly symmetric with diameter D the diffraction pattern would

have correlation lengths also circularly symmetric, independent of the

horizontal anisotropy of the scattering medium, provided of course that

PBx'PBY are small compared to the antenna dimensions.

Now consider the case where the correlation lengths are large

compared to the antenna diameter (i.e., PBx>Dx, PBy>Dy). In this case

the principal lobe of the angular diffraction pattern for each of the

Bragg scatterers lies within the smaller angular region /PBx' X/PBy-

Thus only those Bragg scatterers lying within the smaller scattering
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volume of width DSX=XZ/p,, DSY=XZO/pBY will contribute

significantly to the diffraction pattern. This smaller volume of Bragg

scatterers has the larger fringe separation Xzo/DS, Xz0/Dy. Thus the

correlation lengths of the diffraction pattern are PBx, Py a result

rigorously proven in Section IV.D.

In general the correlation length of the diffraction pattern is

the maximum of Dx, Dy and PBx' PBy. The Bragg scatterer's correlation

lengths PBx, PBY depend critically on the form of the refractive index

spectrum. For a quasi-isotropic Kolmogorov-type spectra (Tatarskii,

1971) it can be shown that PBx=O(X), PB"O(X) , whereas for a Gaussian

spectrum PBX PBY are equal to the correlation lengths Px', Py. Thus a

Kolmogorov-type spectral model gives a diffraction pattern correlation

length equal to the antennas diameters Dx, Dy on the condition

D x, Dy>X, which is satisfied for all cases of interest. On the other

hand, a Gaussian spectral model gives a pattern correlation length that

is the larger of Dx, Dy or Pcx, Py,. The difference in these results

suggests that care should be taken when using a Gaussian spectrum to

model scattering from irregularities generated by turbulence.

The effect of vertical anisotropy of the scatterers is considered

in Appendix C. For vertically anisotropic scatterers (i.e.,

PCczPBPBx= PEPBh) in which the spectrum of refractive index

irregularities is described by a power law, it is shown the horizontal

correlation length of the Bragg scatterers is proportional to Pcz/q,

where q is the degree of vertical anisotropy associated with the spatial

scales on the order of X/2 and Pcz is the outer scale of isotropic

turbulence. The corresponding pattern correlation length is the larger

of D or Pcz/q. For atmospheric scatterers q can be quite small,

especially in regions of strong atmospheric stability, and the pattern

scale is determined both by X and the degree of anisotropy, not the

antenna diameter. For a Gaussian spectrum, radar wavelength does not

alter the Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation length PBh,
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suggesting the vertical anisotropy has no effect on the pattern scale;
this does not agree, however, with observations (Briggs, 1992). This
points again to the problem of using a Gaussian spectrum to model
scattering from the atmosphere, especially when the Bragg wavenumber
lies within the inertial subrange of turbulent scales. We demonstrate

that only if Pcz>X do the two spectral models yield identical results.
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III. FORMULATING A SOLUTION TO THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM

In this section we introduce the diffraction pattern and pursue

methods of solution. Fig.2 shows the configuration of receivers RI, R2,

and transmitter T which illuminates refractive index irregularities at

r and r', and at times t and t + r. Lag time r = mT, is the time between

the nth and (n + m)th transmitted pulses where T, is the pulse

repetition period. The origin x = y = z = 0 is centered above the

transmitter which is at z = -z,. We start the theoretical formulation by

noting that the current induced in the internal resistance R of a

matched-filter receiver is (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, p.456),

: e- . dV( t) cf 'W(z) g/2 (r) g 1/2(r)An( t) e-kor+rl) dV (1)
wherTre

where

k 211)22k p- 2 - k_ 27 (2)

PT is the average power of a transmitted pulse. Eq.(l) applies to the

far zone, (i.e., rT 2D 2/X), of the transmitting antenna where D is

the maximum dimension of the antenna (e.g., the diameter D for a

circularly symmetric antenna). Since receiving antennas will be assumed

to be equal to or smaller than the transmitting one, this condition is

satisfied also by the receiving antennas. The magnitude of the

fluctuations in the refractive index field An(r,t) about its mean is

weighted both by the transmitting antenna gain function g 1/2(r) of the

electric field,
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I

Fig.2 The arrangement of receivers R1, R2, Transmitter T, and scattering
irregularities AN at r, t, and r', t + r.

The scattering irregularities An(r,t) which principally

contribute to the received echoes sampled at a time delay t 8 relative

to the transmitted pulse are in an ellipsoidal shell whose foci are at

the transmitter and receiver (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, Sect.11.3). The

distance of the shell from the transmitter is determined by as. Thus

the integration is limited to this shell at height about Zo. The W(z)

function, which weights An(r, t) in height, depends on the transmitted

pulse shape and the receiver's impulse response.
For sake of mathematical simplicity we assume a vertically-

directed, circularly symmetric, Gaussian-weighted transmitting beam and

a vertically pointed receiving antenna with a circularly symmetric field

of view, equal to or larger than the transmitting beamwidth. This field

of view is also weighted with a Gaussian function but is centered about

a vertical axis (i.e., the beam axis) at a horizontal position
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p=((x1,y,) relative to the transmitter. Thus the gain functions are

P2

g/2 (p) g/ 2 (0)e 4 r

(3)
Ip-pil2

gR1/2 (P) =gR1 We 4 2

where oT, aR are the transmitter's beamwidth and receiver's field of

view respectively and, as defined here, are equal to the square root of

the second moment of the power gain functions g, and g,.

The circularly symmetric composite weighting function (i.e., the

product g/ 2 g / 2 ) has a peak and width that depends on aT'aR; if a T' a R

are equal, this composite antenna weighting function has a peak midway

between the verticals at the transmitter and receiver, and a width the

same as for gT or gR. As the receiver beamwidth increases the peak of

the composite weighting function shifts toward the transmitter, and in

the limit of omnidirectional reception, the scatterers principally

contributing to the echoes are centered above the transmitter and the

composite weighting function has a width 12 times larger than the

transmitter's beamwidth.

The electric field weighting function's dependence on height z is

assumed to be

z2 (4)
W(z)=e 4
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where or defines the range (i.e., vertical) resolution and or is the

second central moment of the echo power weighting function (Doviak and

Zrnic', 1993, p.457). The vertical and horizontal weighting functions

define a radar's resolution volume V6 (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993). In

Section IV.D we show that the scattering volume (i.e., the region from

which significant scatter is received) can be smaller than V6 if

PBX, pY>D.

In like manner the current induced in the receiver R2 at time t'

by irregularities at position r' is

I () :f w(z /) g l /2() (gR) 1 /2 ( r / ) - dV (5)

rTr 2

so the ensemble average of the product Ix(t) I2 (t/) is the cross-

correlation

C (t, t') (<I*(t) 2 (t) >=C2g(og(o)f<An(r t) An(r', t)>*
aJ r 7Trr 2 (6)

_ p2+p2 Ip-pil2 IP'Pa12 _ z2+z /2

*2 4 2 C 2 4024
T 

4
R 40R 40 ejkO(r T+rl -r dVdV

in which, for compactness in writing the equations, we have defined the

vectors P=(x,y),p=X(xiy 1 ) etc. Eq.(6) gives the complex cross-

correlation of signals observed in a pair of receivers on a horizontal

line not necessarily passing through the transmitter.

To simplify the problem, we assume a narrow transmitting beam and

fine range resolution so that rT=rTZrlzr=zzo in the denominator of

Eq.(6), and thus the denominator is independent of the parameters of

interest and can be considered a constant.
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If the irregularities are statistically homogeneous and

stationary, the ensemble average of the product An(r, t)An(r', t')

(i.e., the correlation of An at r,t and at r',t') can be simply

written R,(b,r) in which =-r'-r and 'mt'-t.

A. APPROXIMATING THE PHASE TERM ABOUT THE FRESNEL ZONE CENTER

To simplify the phase term in Eq.(6), but yet have a solution that

accounts for the quadratic dependence of phase as a function of x,y

about the center of Fresnel zone for each transmitter-receiver pair, we

use a Taylor series expansion for r, + r1 and r' +r2'. The second order

terms are needed if the Bragg scatterers have horizontal correlation

lengths comparable to or larger than about 0.2 times the diameter of the

transmitting antenna (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, p.459). Our expansion is

taken about the points p1/2=(x1/2,y1/2,0), p2/2=(x2/2,y2/2,0), and

we retain terms to second order in x,y,z. These points are the centers

of the Fresnel zones formed by the pair of bistatic radars T,R1 and T,R2.

Thus we derive the expansions:

[/Pi1221 Pi 12Z2

rT+ri=2D1 +z + __, ___ -

(7)

, , 2zoz / pP, 2 +P2 2 (Z) 2
ZrT+.r2D2 + + 2 2

D,2 D

where

D =Zo+(P 1/2)2: D2 =2 o+ (p2/2) 2 (8)

D, and D2 are the distances from the transmitter to the Fresnel zone

centers.

This second order approximation is valid on the condition

P1,p2 < zo , but it allows receiver displacement to be as large as OT

if the transmitting beam is narrow. With these approximations, the
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cross-correlation is

C12 ()=A(pl, p2) e J (Pl P)Rn ( P,)) n ( r, ra/ ) e- (r' )dVdV/ (9)

where

Cg (O) gR (O) exp [-(p +P2) /4;A]
A(plpP2) 4 12 ]

Zo

,(pll P2) - - p3 +2ko(D2-D)

Q(rr')sexp[ l (p2)+(p')2 P-Pl+P/-'P2 z2 +(z/) 2

2/ C 2uJR 4Gr (10)

2 (P')2 -P'"P2 P2-p'PI
+(r,r )-kozO| D23 3 +

(z')2p k 2 2P
2koZ D# D +ko 4D2 4D3

2. 20 40, C
2 2ROT=a 2 2

c=+-- a OT R

The width of the composite weighting function is oc. It ranges from oT

if antennas are identical (i.e., a = 1), to V2aT if the receiving

antennas are omnidirectional.

Using the sum and difference coordinates

x=x'x; 2ox=x'+x (11)

and equivalent transformations for the y, y' and z, z' coordinates, we

can perform the integration over the sigma domain without the need to

specify Rn(6b,). Thus, after integrating over the sigma domain, we

obtain

C12 () =P(P, P2)A(p1 ,P2) Ji(P1'P2)fR n(
6, )H(6)dV6 (12)
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where

H(i) -exp [-ah h-az 6z+bb,+b,,1]

is a lag space weighting function, in which

2. PP22
ah=-1

2 2 - p
(pj 2 p l)

bz=-j2koz° ....

DD (P +B2z)

wherein

kz 2f2_ 1 k oZo 2

2 3
' 2o D1

2 - 1 - jk (l2
Plz =

(
2 _ o 3..'

4OrDI

2_ 1 +j*koZ
202 D2

2_ 1 . (P2/2)2
2 2- 2 +

42r D 2

The parameter

2 2

40 O 2
4 ORCOT

(16)

depends on the differences between the transmitter beamwidth and the

receiver field of view. Finally, under far field conditions rp2<p2,P2

and thus the multiplicative factor to second order in .P1,P 2 is given by

Ut3/ 2 [pI+p2]2
P(p Ip)> : exp. 2 2 xP(pP,)( p 2)2 ) 4 (P13 + 13p

P - 8z xP' )2 '"22 [. p2p J2

[ ko 2 (p2_p 2 )2

K 8z<2 (p2+,p2l)J

(17)

6. (6x', y) (13)

(14)

(15)

a 2P 2 I 22

a P 2f+ 22
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in which we have used expansions for DJ, D2 valid to second order in pi,

P2, and where the square of a vector quantity is taken to be the dot
product of the vector with itself (note that B., etc. are functions of

P1, P2).

The only condition on receiver displacements P, and P2 is that

they must be much smaller than Zo; these displacements about the

transmitting antenna can be as large as or even larger than the spatial

width aT of the beam at zo. From a practical point of view, however, if

spatial separations are larger than oT, the product of the receiver's

actual field of view and the transmitter's illumination weighting

functions might not be well represented by the product of Gaussian

functions.

In Section V.B we show that a, is proportional to the horizontal

width (i.e., roughly proportional to D' where D is the antenna size) of

a spectral sampling function, and a, is proportional to the vertical

width (i.e., l/or) of this function. The term b, determines the location

of the this sampling function's peak. For most practical receiver

separations, (Pa-P1) , it can be shown that the 2nd term in the

equation for b, is much smaller than the first and hence bh is

principally proportional to receiver separation. Finally, the cross-

correlation of the diffraction pattern is simply the cross-correlation

C,2(r) of currents in the pair of omnidirectional receivers (i.e.,

OR = 0).

B. METHODS OF SOLUTION

At this point we can either assume a particular form for R,(6,r)

and then integrate Eq.(12), or we can convert this integral to one in

which we integrate the product of a spectral sampling function Fs(K) and

the power (i.e., variance) spectrum S,(K,) =:n(JK) (K,T) of the

refractive index irregularities; On(X) is the three dimensional

spatial spectra of the irregularities at zero time lag, and T (K,T)
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describes its temporal lag dependence (Appendix B, Eq.(B.13), and

Wernik, et al., 1983).

This latter approach can be implemented by expressing Rn(8,T) in

terms of Sn(K,z) through their Fourier transform

R n(8, r)=S n (K, )ei"^dVK (18)

which allows the conversion of Eq.(12) to an integral in K space by

substituting Eq.(18) into Eq.(12) and rearranging to obtain

C12 (T) =M(pl, p 2 )JfS n(K,T)( eJ(r)&H() )dV6 )dVK (19)

where

Y-j (bJ^+ibz)

H(a) =exp [-a^ 8-a2z] (20)

M( P, Pa) =APe -j*

In the first of these equations i, is a unit vector along the vertical.

The parenthetical term in the integral of Eq.(19) is a spectral sampling

function, and we define its normalized form (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993,

p.461)

Fs( -) 1 fe3ej( -Y)^H(6) dv . (21)

Thus we can write Eq.(19) as

C12()=(2r) 3M(p, pl2)Sn (KI )Fs,( )dVk. (22)

The spectral sampling function is only dependent on the SA

parameters. This dependence is easily seen by substituting Eq.(20) into
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Eq.(19) and integrating the resulting expression to obtain

-3/2 ( (K-jbh)2 (Kz-jb,) 2 (23)
Fs 0=0 exp - ,- (23)2 x2 2

8aha 4a 4a

where Kh,(Kx,Ky) is the horizontal vector wavenumber. It is easily

shown that for the case of backscatter (i.e., Pl=P2=O), Eq.(23)

reduces to Eq.(11.129) of Doviak and Zrnic (1993). The parameter b,

accounts for the small Doppler shifts due to horizontal motion when

there is a lack of symmetry in the bistatic radars (e.g., unmatched

transmitting and receiving antennas). Although F,(K) peaks at a

complex wavenumber, it can be shown there is also a peak in F5 (K) at

the Bragg wavenumber KB = 2k, in real K space.

Eqs. (12) and (22) are equivalent representations for the cross-

correlation function. The spectral representation given in Eq.(22) is

perhaps more useful for several reasons. Refractive index irregularities

generated by turbulence are usually characterized in terms of a spatial

spectrum rather than its correlation function. In addition because

Eq.(22) describes a superposition of fields scattered from different

Fourier components of the power spectrum S,(K,), it provides more

physical insight into the scattering process, which is often dominated

by the contributions from a relatively narrow band of spectral

components centered about the Bragg wavenumber. This band is selected by

the sampling function F,(K) .

C. THE CORRELATION LENGTHS

The path taken by many authors has been to choose a Gaussian

representation for the correlation function R,(,^) , and thus also for

the variance spectrum Sn(K,z) of the refractive index irregularities.

This leads to a closed form result for C,2(r). Results obtained using a

Gaussian representation, however, can be misleading if scattering is
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from irregularities for which the spectral components, near the Bragg

wavenumber (O,O,KB), have a wavenumber dependence better described by

isotropic turbulence theories. In this case the correlation lengths

Pcx Pcy Pcz (sometimes called the integral or outer scales) play no

part in the scattering. But, as we pointed out in Section II, the

horizontal correlation lengths PaxPBy of the Bragg scatterers are of

prime importance and we now show these lengths can differ from

Pcx, Pcy, Pcz and, moreover, are on the order of or smaller than the

wavelength A.

The Bragg scatterers' horizontal correlation lengths PBx' PBy are

inversely proportional to 'n(K) widths transverse to K, at (O,O,K,).

If n,(K) is given by the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence (Tatarskii,

1971), and the Bragg wavenumber lies within the inertial subrange of K

space, the horizontal width of n(OK) at the Bragg wavenumber (i.e., KB

= 2ko), is about 2ko (Appendix C). Thus the Bragg scatterer's horizontal

correlation lengths,PBx, PBY, (roughly the reciprocals of the spectral

widths) are on the order of the radar wavelength X or less. These

correlation lengths are considerably less than the integral scale Pc of

the irregularities, which is the correlation length for all scales

considered together.

If the correlation function of the refractive index field is, for

example, described by a product of Gaussian functions, one for each of

the directions x,y,z, the Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation

lengths are equal to the correlation lengths Pc in the Gaussian model

and therefore they are independent of KB, and consequently independent

of radar wavelength. This conclusion applies to any correlation function

which is the product of separated variables. On the other hand if the

power spectrum near the Bragg wavenumber is described by the inertial

subrange of the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence, PBx' PBy will decrease

if the wavelength decreases.

The error that can be made in applying the Gaussian model is in

matching a Gaussian function to the observed correlation data and thus
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forcing the Bragg scatterer's correlation lengths to be equal to the

integral scale. A least squares fitting of a Gaussian function to

observed data might not give a sufficiently accurate estimate of n(RK)

because, at large wavenumbers, m(Kl) is principally determined by the

fine scale structure of Rn(6,T) , and not by a function that globally

fits the lag observations. Thus it is critical to accurately measure and

described the fine scale features of the correlation function if the

spectral sampling function is located at large wavenumbers. Thus in

Appendix C we develop a solution, expressed in terms of a single

integral over horizontal wavenumbers, which is applicable to a wider

class of n,(ER on the condition the irregularities are horizontally

isotropic.

The correlation length of the diffraction pattern, however, is

determined by the product F,(K), n(K) (i.e., the inverse of the

Fs(K),n(K) width). For receiving antennas not displaced far from the

transmitting one (a precise condition is developed in Section IV.B), it

can be shown the horizontal width of F,(K) is about 1/D where D is the

diameter of the transmitting antenna. If, the spectral sampling function

is located in a region of the refractive index spectrum best described

by turbulence theory (i.e., a power law dependence on wavenumber;

Appendix B), and the antenna diameter is much larger than a wavelength

(the usual condition for radar remote sensors), On(K) changes in the

horizontal direction much more slowly than FS(K) about the Bragg

wavenumber. The diffraction pattern's correlation length is then about

equal to the antenna diameter, as is shown rigorously in Section IV.B.3

and deduced in Section II.

Nevertheless, there are situations, especially at long radar

wavelengths (e.g.,X > few meters), in which PBX' PBy could equal the

integral scales PcPcy. Then the use of a Gaussian model, or a

combined one, might be appropriate (e.g., Doviak and Zrnic, 1984). For

this reason, and to verify that our solution reduces to that given by
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Liu et al. (1990) for their special case, we apply in the following

sections the Gaussian correlation in Eq.(12).

Although most of our results are based on the Gaussian model, we show in

Section IV.B.1 the conditions under which these results can be applied
to a wider class of correlation functions.
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IV. THE CROSS-CORRELATION OF ECHOES FROM REFRACTIVE INDEX IRREGULARITIES

HAVING A GAUSSIAN CORRELATION FUNCTION

In this section we use the Gaussian correlation model to derive

some basic relations between the scattering medium's characteristics and

the diffraction pattern parameters and the cross-correlation of signals

in receivers without assuming any symmetry between the positions or

antennas of the transmitter and receivers. We assume nm(K) , the 3D

spatial spectrum of refractive index irregularities is given by the

following Gaussian function:

-, cn =2 (24)
n () =:n (0)e 2e

where Pcx etc. are the correlation lengths or integral scales in the

respective directions. In addition we assume the form

IC2K2
2-j r, s-v--Kt (25)

Y ('K,T) =e

for the irregularities' dependence on temporal lag suggested by Wernik,

et al. (1983) and also derived in Appendix B, where vo is the mean wind

advecting the irregularities, and at is the standard deviation of each

component of the wind due to isotropic turbulence.

Substituting Eqs. (24) and (25) into Eq.(18) and solving for the

integral, we obtain

Rn (,) =< (An) 2>RxRyR z (26)

where Rn(O,O) <(An)2> is the variance of the refractive index field

and

(2x-vo0 ) 2

Rx= Pcx 2e(p+o22 ) (27)

P/(p2+ oiT2 )
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with similar expressions for Ry and Rz. The variance spectrum n,(K) at

K = 0 is related to the mean square value of An and the correlation

lengths by

en(O()= <(n) PPP (28)
(20 )3/2

Eqs.(23) to (25) can be used in Eq.(22), or Eq.(26) in Eq.(12), to

yield

C12 () =< (An) 2>M(pl, P2) IxIyIz (29)

where

2 xp2 exp[ b x ah [ vox -bx/2ah]|
exp~ 2 2 (30)

/1+2a2 a x
4 ah 1+2ahax

The form of the integrals for I, or Iz are identical to that for I,;

wherever subscript x appears it is to be replaced with subscript y or z,

but for I,, ah is to be replaced with a,. Finally

ax-p2 +o22 (31)X Ep C+ ~t

with identical expressions for ay,az.
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A. COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED RESULTS

To compare our results with those published in the literature, we

define the normalized cross-correlation function (May, 1988, Bendat and

Piersol, 1971)

< I,* ( t) <I ( t+) ( >
C12 (%) mC(X"'X2')<

(32)

C1 2 (X)

VC 0 (o) C22 (0)

In optical literature c12(r) is called the complex degree of coherence

(e.g., Goodman, 1985). Alternatively, we can express c12 as a function of

P1, T and a spatial lag Ap=p2 -p1 x2 - xj. Because the normalized

cross-correlation function is spatially inhomogeneous, it depends both

on Pi and Pa. To fully characterize c12(r) we need a five dimensional

space (e.g., space lag Ap, temporal lag r, and Pi). Our definition of

lag space also differs from that defined by Briggs and Vincent (1992),

who restrict lags to the particular case in which receiver R, is

symmetrically located on the opposite side of the transmitter from R2.

For now, we are particularly interested in calculating c12(r) in

the two-dimensional space-time lag domain for symmetric locations of the

receivers Ri and R2 about the transmitter and on a line passing through

it (i.e., x2 = -x1; Y1 = Y2 = 0). This simple geometry is the basic form

used by Liu et al. (1990) and Briggs and Vincent (1992).

If the receiving antennas are symmetrically located about the

transmitter and there is no vertical motion of scatterers, it can be

shown C12(r) is real. This is in agreement with the deductions of May

(1988) which are based simply on signal analysis theory. This conclusion

holds, however, even if the receiving antennas are not identical to the
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transmitting one. But there will be a small Doppler shift

fd=( R2+o) AzVox (33)
' z0

in each receiver (i.e., c11(r), c,22() are complex) even though there is

no vertical motion. May (1993) heuristically derived a similar

expression, but it does not contain the beamwidth weighting function;

Eq.(33) for the case OR >> oT, however, is identical to his Doppler shift

equation. He has referred to this Doppler shift as "leakage" of the

horizontal wind into the vertical beam, and noted this shift has

important implications for the measurement of the tilt of scattering

layers.

Under the conditions: -x, = X2 = Xo << T where 2Xo is the, spatial

lag for symmetrically placed receivers; PcxPcy (i.e., horizontal

isotropy); and P0 = 0 (i.e., all antennas are identical), this solution

reduces, except for a multiplicative factor of 2E, to that given by Liu

et al. (1990) in the region far (i.e., zo 2 2D2/X) from the antennas

where our diffraction theory is applicable.

B. CROSS-CORRELATION IF SMALL SCALE SCATTERING IRREGULARITIES ARE

ADVECTED BY UNIFORM FLOW

Assume irregularities are advected by uniform wind (i.e., o, = 0)

along the receiver baseline (this is often called the case of advecting

frozen irregularities). We will show there are in general two peaks of

c12(r) in the space-time lag domain (Ax,r); one at zero space and time

lags and the other at lags Ax=2xo (i.e., R2 at x2 = - x) and

Z=xo/Vo. The peaks will be along a ridge of high correlation which

lies on the line r = Ax/2vo0 in the Ax, r domain; this line passes

through the time delay which maximizes c12(r) for any Ax. We will prove
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also the perfect correlation of signals at receivers symmetrically

placed about the transmitter is obtained only if the receiving antennas

are identical to the transmitting one. We compare our theoretically

derived c12(r) with those functions heuristically obtained or assumed.

To simplify the analysis but yet have to have results which are of

practical significance, assume sufficiently small correlation lengths so

that

2 2 a 2 2 1 222ahp2cx<l; 2ahpyl; 2aip4zc. (34)

In Section IV.C it is shown that for most practical conditions,

ah=O(D-~), and therefore condition (34) restricts Pc to be much

smaller than the size D of the transmitting antenna (as will be shown in

Section IV.B.1). Condition (34) also restricts the Bragg scatterer's

horizontal correlation lengths to be much smaller than D. We can then

use condition (34) and the solution for C12(r) given by Eq.(29) in

evaluating Eq.(32) to obtain

cl2 ( ) =TlT 2T 3exp [-fx (voxt, ) ] exp [-fy (voyT, ) ] exp [-fz(voz, ) X(35)

where

1 2C:(p 8z)2 ( P P2)1/2

ko(,p 2 j (p.p)l (36)
T2=exp - .(o(PI-@) j ( 2P.)

.... 0

T3-ep [42 (,22 2

Terms T1, T2, and T3 solely depend on spatial configuration of the

antennas, and the resolution volume size; T2 is purely a phase term, and

T3 shows the effect of receiving antennas not being identical to the
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transmitting one. The factors

fx (ahvox_-bx/2ah) 2

f (ahvo^ -by/2ah) 2 (37)

f ( azvoz ) 2-bzvozr

give the dependence respectively on winds in the x,y,z directions as

well as the dependence on time lag.

For sake of illustration, we assume a transmitter antenna diameter

D = 2 m operating at a wavelength A = 0.33 m and located at z, = -500 m,

and the transmitting and receiving antennas along the x axis with

receiver R. at -30 m. We select R1 to be far from the transmitter to

emphasize the double peak of c 2. We have plotted in Fig.3a the magnitude

of c12(r) if the receiving antennas are omnidirectional (i.e., oR>ar)

and if Vo, = 10 m s', voy = Vo 0= O. This figure gives the variation of

Ic,2(r)l along the line T=Ax/2vOx. Fig.3b shows contours of Ic12()l

depicting the ridge of correlation and the location of this line in the

Ax,T lag domain. Because the receiving antennas are not identical to the

transmitting one, the peak at t=-x1 /vox is less than unity, but its

value is decreased by less than 2% of the peak at zero lags (Fig.3a). If

the antenna diameters are matched, the second peak's magnitude equals

unity.

By assuming omnidirectional receiving antennas we exhibit the

correlation of the electric field at points on the diffraction pattern.

The significant decrease of Ic12(r)I for X2 near the transmitter, proves

that the diffraction pattern undergoes significant change as it advects

from x = x, to 0. The preceding deductions should apply to other cases

in which any pair of points are along lines parallel to the direction of

motion. Since in these cases the transmitter is displaced from the

receivers' baseline, the correlation is likely even smaller than that

shown in Fig.3. Thus the pattern in this case must undergo significant

change as the scatterers advect from R, to R2, even though the scatterers

are frozen.
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In the analysis of SA data,

assumed if scatterers are frozen;
frozen patterns have been wrongly

for example see the expression given

X1 0 -xl

-60 m X2 -

Ax=O

- -X 1

ISf

X1

(b)

t

V Iox . , -

V,' Vox= ( x2- )/2

lag, (Ax) -
I

0 -X1 X2 --

Fig.3 (a) The magnitude of the normalized cross-correlation function of
signals in receivers R,, R2, versus x2 along the line v,»T = (x2 -
x,)/2 of the 2-D space-time lag domain if frozen irregularities
are advected by wind v,, = 10 m s1, and vy = = =0. For x, = -30
m, I = 0.33 m, D = 2 m, z. = 500 m. (b) The normalized cross-
correlation in the two dimensional domain vor, x2, for x, < 0.

by Meek (1980). Thus, although scatterers are frozen, our analysis shows

the pattern of the diffraction field is not. The pattern is not frozen

because, if it were, we would be able to find a time lag at which the

(a)1

Icl21

0
60m

-- -- -s -
F-
I-
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normalized cross-correlation function would be unity; Fig 3b shows there

is no such time lag for x2 about zero. Yet signals in symmetrically

located receivers can be perfectly correlated, reinforcing the

contention made in Appendix A that one should not interpret the perfect

correlation in SA systems as evidence that the diffraction pattern

rigorously advects at twice the speed of the scatterers. A better

interpretation is to view the SA system as pairs of bistatic radars as

pointed out in Appendix A.3. If the bistatic radars are matched, the

temporal pattern in R2 is identical to that in R, but delayed by the

bistatic radar separation -xl = Xo divided by the speed of the

scatterers.

Formulas for the parameters in Eqs.(14) and (15) are simplified

considerably by expanding terms to second order in p1, P2, and limiting

the locations of p, and P2 to satisfy the more restrictive condition

(i.e., more restrictive than pP, P2 << zo)

P, P2 < (38)
ya) 3itX

where y is a numerical factor (of the order of 1/2) related to the

current distribution in the transmitting antenna (this factor is

discussed in more detail in Section IV.C, where the simplified formulas

are given). If condition (38) is satisfied and v,y = 0, the normalized

cross-correlation function exhibits a ridge of about unity magnitude

along the line t=Ap/2vox bounded by condition (38).

In Fig.4a we show the magnitude of Ic12(t) along this ridge for

the case in which R, is placed an antenna diameter away from the

transmitter for the case y, = Y2 = 0, voy = 0. This figure shows the high

correlation for small separations of the receivers and the sharp

decrease when condition (38) is not met. Condition (38) defines the

maximum separation between points on the diffraction pattern for which a

time lag can be found to correlate the fields at these spaced points;

this is the time lag over which the pattern is correlated if flow is
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uniform (i.e., scatterers are frozen). In Section IV.B.3 we give an

explicit formula for the pattern correlation time.

1

Ic121

0

(a)

Ic

(b)

-40m x2 - 40m -4m x2 - 4m

Fig.4 (a) The normalized cross-correlation magnitude along the line vr
= (x2-x,)/2 if x, = -D; all other parameters the same as in Fig.3a.
(b) The cross-correlation as in (a) but if v,, = 1 m s". (Note the
change in abscissa scale).

The magnitude of c,,(r) at =-x~/vox strongly depends on the

component of wind directed across the line connecting the receivers.

Even if there is only a small component of velocity (e.g., 1 m s'1)

across the line, Ic12()l at x2 = -x, decreases significantly (Fig.4b),

whereas without cross wind the magnitude would have been unity. This

decrease of magnitude is analogous to the effects that turbulence can

have on the correlation.
Not only is there a sharp ridge in the Ax,r domain, there is also

a corresponding one of peak cross-correlation in the Ax,Ay lag space.

The peak cross-correlation is c 2,(r) at r = p = Ap/2vh, where vh is the

horizontal wind. This ridge in Ax,Ay lag space is aligned with the wind

and has a width equal to the diffraction pattern scale (e.g., the width

of the transmitting antenna diameter D if the Bragg scatterer's

correlation length is small compared to D; Section II), and a length of

about DVzJ1.
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1. Application to other correlation functions

The assumption of extremely small correlation lengths (i.e.,

condition 34, which also applies to the Bragg scatterer's horizontal

correlation lengths) is consistent with the assumption that the spectral

sampling function F(RK) changes rapidly relative to the rate of change

of the spatial refractive index spectrum ,n(R) about the Bragg

wavenumber (O,O,KB). This is the typical situation in radar remote

sensing with antennas many wavelengths across and the use of wavelengths

that place F,(K) within the range of wavenumbers wherein the spectrum

has a power law dependence on K. Under these conditions, F,(K) is

narrow compared to n,(K) and thus samples n,(K) in a small region

about the Bragg wavenumber.

The correlation function Rn(8,t) only determines the magnitude

of ,(K) at (0,O,KB). Thus, Eq.(35) is equally applicable to any

Rn(,T) , including those often used in turbulence studies (e.g.,

Eq.B.14, and Appendix C), on the condition that its spectral counterpart ,n(K

changes much more slowly about the Bragg wavenumber than does Fs(K .

In Appendix C we show that for a Kolmogorov-type spectrum this is

satisfied under the condition Poz,,< and D>X/q, where q is a measure

of the vertical anisotropy of the scatterers. Under these conditions the

problem is simply to determine the intensity of n,(-K) at the Bragg

wavenumber.

2. Comparison with a heuristically derived cross correlation

If vertical motions are negligible, and receiving antennas

symmetrically placed (i.e., x2 = -x = x,), Eq.(35) reduces to the

relatively simple form

(39)c12 (xo, c) =T3exp [-ah ( Vox -x o) 2] exp [- (ahVy) 2
]
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where 2xo-2x1 is the spacing between RI and R2 if they are

symmetrically placed. This is the correlation form often cited in the

literature (e.g., Briggs and Vincent, 1992).

The normalized cross-correlation function defined by Eq.(39) is a

special case of that given by Eq.(35). By defining 2xo as the

symmetrical spatial lag, we cannot illustrate the inhomogeneity of the

statistical properties of the diffraction pattern. Furthermore, the time

delay which maximizes c12(X) is forced to always be at the second peak

of the more general Ax, r, x, space-time lag domain. Nevertheless, for

many applications receivers are symmetrically placed at fixed sites, and

we only have the capability to examine c12(t) versus r.

It is immediately obvious that Eq.(39) has the same form as the

heuristically derived expression

4 p 4(Vo"-Xo)2 2
exp-4(vx -X 2 (40)

given by Briggs and Vincent (1992), and that

t1=2aj-1, z=(ahoy)-1 (41)

where ~4 is defined as a spatial scale of the normalized cross-

correlation function, and r, is the lifetime of the cross signal product

(i.e., <I1(t)I2(t+r)>) under the condition the signal in R2 is delayed by

T=xO/vO relative to the signal in RI. This is not, however, the

lifetime of the diffraction pattern; this is derived in Section IV.B.3.

The lifetime in Eq.(40) is due to cross wind advection of the

scatterers and not to turbulence as it is in Briggs and Vincent's

expression because they assumed voy = 0. The discussion in Section IV.C

shows how the effects of turbulent flow enter our equations.

3. The diffraction pattern's correlation length and correlation time

We now relate 1 to the diffraction pattern's correlation length,

and derive its correlation time. For symmetrically located points, it
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can be shown that ah is given by

voah= a c Y(2na) (42)
ah z D

where a=v2 for omnidirectional receiving antennas which are the ones

that give signals proportional to the diffraction field at a point. To

arrive at the above expression for ah we have substituted

T= (1o) = Y D-Z (43)

where o(1) is the square root of the 2nd central moment of the antenna's

angular pattern of power density incident on the scatterers (i.e., the

one-way power pattern width). A numerical value of y is given in

Section IV.C, and it is of the order of 1/2. By substituting Eq.(42)

into Eq.(41) and solving for k, we obtain

r ,=i- D (44)

where Epat is the diffraction pattern's correlation length, defined as

the square root of the 2nd, central moment of c(x,,O) as a function of

Ax=2xo. This result is in agreement with that heuristically deduced in

Section II. But these results are only applicable for the case in which

the Bragg scatterer's correlation lengths PBx' PBy are much smaller

than D or, for the Gaussian representation, if Pcx, Pcy satisfy

condition (34). Under these conditions the pattern's correlation length

is fixed by the antenna diameter and is independent of the correlation

lengths of the irregularities.

The cross field correlation time r, is defined as the square root

of the 2nd central moment of c12(Xo,r) in the time-lag direction. By
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completing the square in Eq.(39) and using Eq.(42), we deduce

-1 D D

c ahvh V¥Yaa27vh 47tYVh ()

in which a = 2 has been substituted because points on the diffraction

pattern are determined by omnidirectional receiving antennas, and

Vh =Jv+vY is the horizontal wind. Since the diffraction pattern

nearly advects at the speed 2vh, the fields at R1 (or R2) remain

correlated only for the duration that the diffraction pattern's

correlation length, given by Eq.(44), remains in the transmitter's

aperture.

It is emphasized that 'c is not the correlation time of the

diffraction pattern. Eq.(45) simply estimates the time lag width of the

correlation ridge seen in Fig.(3b). To derive the cross-correlation of

the diffraction pattern, we would have to integrate the product of

displaced patterns over the entire area as suggested by Khudukon et al.

(1994) and find the integrated cross correlation peak. Then we need to

observe the decay of this peak which determines the lifetime of the

diffraction pattern as is done in radar studies of the lifetime of

reflectivity and/or Doppler velocity fields (e.g., Symthe and Zrnic,

1983). The pattern correlation time p,,at however, is roughly the maximum

distance (D/y)/2zo/3tA, a distance over which the pattern is

correlated as deduced from condition (38), divided by twice the speed of

the scatterers. Thus the pattern correlation time tpat is approximately

p DV2 D . (46)pat YVhh 3 .

for irregularities advected by uniform horizontal wind Vh.
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4. Correlation time in terms of radial velocity shear

To show that the cross field correlation time given by Eq.(45) is

simply due to the shear of radial velocity if wind is uniform (i.e.,

often called the beam broadening effect), consider the case when x, = 0

(i.e., backscatter) and the antennas are identical. The radial velocity

shear kh due to uniform horizontal wind v, is given by

kh ..v h (47)
Zo

The Doppler frequency spectrum width of due to this shear is

2f= = zo ka l ) (48)

where oa is the spectrum width in Doppler velocity units and

oJ > = YA/D is the square root of the second central moment of the

antenna's one-way power pattern (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, p.118).

Corresponding to the spectrum width of is the correlation time rc

--- (49)c 2nf (49)

Therefore, using Eqs.(47) to (49) we find

To= ^ (50)

which is identical to r, given by Eq.(45) if antennas are identical

(i.e., a = 1 for oR=oT). Although the flow is shearless in terms of

cartesian coordinates, r, is related to the shear of Doppler (i.e.,

radial) velocities, which in turn depends on beamwidth or, equivalently,

the antenna diameter.
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C. CROSS-CORRELATION IF SMALL SCALE SCATTERING IRREGULARITIES ARE

ADVECTED BY TURBULENT FLOW

We next consider the evolution of the diffraction pattern when

advected by turbulent flow. As in Section IV.B we assume the correlation

lengths are small enough to satisfy condition (34), but now o, is not

zero, and receivers are not necessarily symmetrically placed about the

transmitter. In this case the normalized cross-correlation function,

obtained by substituting Eq.(29) into (32), is given by

C12 (t) = T1 T2 T3TX TZ 1/2 (51)
(1+2a a~t2) (1+2aact 2)

where

T~sexp -- I (v,- 1
Txe - 1+2 (ah at ) 2

Ty=exp - 1 ( ) 2 (52)[ +2 (aVhy 2
)

l+2(az0t()2
TzEexp[ (bza r) 2/2 fz ( voz' t )]l

in which T1, etc, and f,, etc. are given by Eqs. (36) and (37).

Expanding terms for b, in Eq.(14) to second order in p,, p2, we

find that bZ, -j2k, under the condition ao > VZoA/8 , a condition

which applies to most practical cases. Therefore the first term in T, is

a damping factor that decreases c12(t). If 2koctr > 1, and range

resolution or and antenna diameter D are a few or more wavelengths in

length, it can be shown the following conditions hold:

2adhi 2tt 2 cl; 2az2a 2t2<1. (53)

That is, we can ignore the above terms in Eqs.(51) and (52) because at

values of otr > (2ko)' the signals are practically uncorrelated simply

due to the bzotr factor in T,.--7
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The physical interpretation why turbulence acts principally

through the T, term to reduce correlation is as follows: For a given

displacement of a scattering irregularity, the vertical displacement

produces a much larger phase shift than the horizontal one. Since

turbulence shuffles the relative positions of scatterers, it follows

that the vertical component of turbulence, is more effective in reducing

the correlation of signals than the horizontal components.

If the antennas are located such that condition (38) is satisfied,

we can simplify the equations for the other parameters in Eq.(14) to

ah D2J ; b=ahA p; b =-j2ko;
D '

_ _ _ _ _1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _( 5 4 )
1 2+jkoor(p-p)/Zo 1

22r0, 1+jk 0,a(p 2 -pi/2 z 3 2V2ar

If the receiving antennas are symmetrically placed about the

transmitting one, the parameter az simplifies to 1/2v'2a. But if they

are not, then the additional condition Ip2-p2l< zX3/2o =2 needs to be

imposed on receiver separation to use this reduced form for az.

The factor a in Eq.(54) is defined in Eq.(10), and y is defined

by

oXD _ oTD (55)
o o o

which depends on the current distribution across the transmitting

antenna. Often distributions are tapered to reduce sidelobes; for a

circular aperture antenna in which the illumination across it is

proportional to (1-4a2/D 2), where a is the radial distance from the

center of the aperture,

0.45 (56)
jTn2
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This result is obtained by matching a Gaussian function's 3 dB width to

the actual antenna pattern's 3 dB width (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993).

Since ah is real and condition (53) applies, Ty and consequently

c12(I) decrease exponentially as Voy, the cross path wind, increases.

Thus cross path wind acts very much like turbulence in decreasing

c12() . On the other hand since bx is real and condition (53) applies,

there is always a time delay which can keep T, = 1 independent of Vo,. We

can now determine the correlation length and correlation time of the

diffraction pattern when scattering irregularities are advected by

turbulent flow.

1. The diffraction pattern's correlation length

Substituting the above values of a=:2X, a,2, etc. into Eqs.(51)

and (52), it becomes evident that the correlation length of the

diffraction pattern is

pat y (57)2iny

which is fixed by the antenna dimension, in this case D; Eq.(57) is

identical to Eq.(44) whichwas derived ignoring turbulence. Thus for
Bragg scatterers with a small horizontal correlation length (i.e.,

condition (34) is met), the diffraction pattern's correlation length is
not dependent on the intensity of turbulence, nor on the correlation

lengths of the refractive index field. The physical explanation for this
result is given in Section II.

2. The diffraction pattern's correlation time

In Section IV.B.3 we determined the diffraction pattern's

correlation time in absence of turbulence. In this section we shall
determine this correlation time in the presence of turbulence, but under

condition (53); we shall use also the approximations (54). To calculate

the pattern's correlation time we set ah(VOx-Ax/2) =0, and assume
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Voy=O (i.e., we follow the pattern along the direction of the wind).

In this case the cross-correlation reduces to

2

c( -) -(2k+azVo)2 2- (58)
C12 (1;) :e - e

Solving for tpat we obtain

T pat (59)

in which we have used the simplified form for az given by Eq.(54) under

either of the conditions stipulated below this equation. Since the

second term in the radical is usually much smaller than the first

(Section IV.C.3), the pattern correlation time is simply given by

-pt (60)'rpat 4 o 0

It is of interest to compare the magnitude of this correlation time with

the correlation time (i.e., Eq.(46)) associated with movement of

scatterers in uniform wind. In order for the pattern correlation time

associated with horizontal advection to be much smaller than that

associated with turbulence (i.e., pattern evolution due to advective

motion dominates that evolution due to turbulent motion), the following

condition must be satisfied:

oa< yXIvh 3 (61)
t 8Z2^N C

Because the factor multiplying vh is extremely small compared to one,

turbulence intensities much weaker than the mean wind can be more

effective than advection in determining the pattern correlation time.
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3. Relation of Bragg scatter to discrete particle scatter

Next we show conditions under which the Bragg scatterers are

analogous to discrete particles. If we consider identical antennas

(i.e., Po=O) symmetrically placed about the transmitter, then T, = T =

T3 = 1 and the normalized cross-correlation function reduces to

c 12 (T) =exp[-ah (vo x -xo(ahV ) 2]exp[- (2]
2 ( 2 (62)

exp [ _ 2 -j2kovozi
2 8(r

when using Eqs. (36), (37), (51), and (52). This is a relatively simple

expression which accounts for advection in any direction, as well as

turbulence, and reduces to Eq.(39) when turbulence and vertical velocity

vanish. The term exp(-(vOZ)2/8a2) gives the decrease of correlation

due to scatterers being advected out of the radar's resolution volume by

vertical motion v,,, and thus being replenished with scatterers having a

new configuration (Tatarskii, 1971, Section 29). This effect, however,

is usually negligibly small except for airborne radars (Doviak and

Zrnic, 1993, p.114-116). The first two exponential terms are related to

radial velocity shear (i.e., beam broadening) as we now show.

If xO=o, and a = 1, c12(Z) is simply the autocorrelation of

signals in a "monostatic" radar. In this case it can be shown, following

the discussions in Section IV.B.4, that the first two exponential terms

in Eq.(62) can be expressed as

·- ·i- 8't2J2T2) (63)
exp - '23)

where oa, from Eq.(48),

XYVho,- (64)
n/12
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is the Doppler velocity spectrum width due to radial velocity shear for

uniform horizontal flow. Thus the first two exponential terms in

Eq.(62) express the decrease of correlation due to radial velocity shear

in uniform flow (i.e., the beam broadening effect; Doviak and Zrnic,

1993, p.117).

It can be shown also that Eq.(62) for backscatter is identical to

Eq.(6.4) in Doviak and Zrnic (1993, p.125) in which the Doppler velocity

spectrum width is

2 =2 + 2 (65)

But Doviak and Zrnic's derivation is based on scattering from particles

such as raindrops. Thus satisfying condition (34), a condition under

which the correlation lengths of the Bragg scatterers are small compared

to antenna diameter and range resolution, is analogous to considering

Bragg scatterers as particles.

D. THE CROSS-CORRELATION IF SCATTERING IRREGULARITIES HAVE LARGE

CORRELATION LENGTHS

All of the previous discussions in Sections IV.B and IV.C hinge on

the assumption that condition (34) is satisfied. But there are

situations, particularly at long wavelengths, in which the horizontal

correlation lengths of the Bragg scatterers could be comparable to or

larger than the antenna diameter. We now examine the form of the

solution for this condition.

To simplify the mathematical solution, we assume condition (34)

applies only to the vertical correlation length. We have limited large

correlation lengths to the horizontal because it can be shown if the

vertical correlation length of our Gaussian model is more than a few

radar wavelengths long, the cross-correlation (or for that matter the

backscatter or autocorrelation) is negligible compared to the cross-

correlation levels when PczO(X) . There is no such strong decrease in

the diffraction field if the horizontal correlation length increases to
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values much larger than a radar wavelength, or to values larger than the

antenna diameter.

If Pc=Pcy>Pcz, the Bragg scatterers (note that PBXPCX etc. for

the Gaussian model) are disk-like, a condition which could ensue if the

atmosphere is stably stratified because then vertical displacements are

impeded but horizontal displacements are not. The disk-like correlation

function corresponds to a vertically oriented "cigar-shaped" spectral

density function ,(DK . This model of spectral density can be

constructed so that although there is anisotropic scatter at long radio

wavelengths, scatter at shorter ones can be isotropic (Doviak and Zrnic,

1984, Fig.2). Under conditions of anisotropic scatter at all wavelengths

as for the purely anisotropic Gaussian model, the normalized cross-

correlation function obtained from Eqs.(29) and (32) is

Cl () 1T.T3Tex xp (y) X-f (V ] _ 66)
2 ahPcx jexp

in which we have used condition (53), and where T., etc. and f, etc. are

given by Eqs.(36) and (37). Eq.(66) can be expressed in terms of radar

parameters by substituting into it the values from Eqs.(54) to obtain

c 12 (T) T1 T2T3
(67)

exp -2 (koat) 2 ( z)-J2kVo

The turbulence effect enters only through the vertical term

(i.e., the 3rd exponential term) because of reasons stated in Section

IV.C. If the Gaussian model describes the statistical properties of the

refractive index field in the horizontal, and the horizontal correlation

lengths Pcx,Pc (or, equivalently for generalized correlation

functions, the Bragg correlation lengths PBXPBy) are comparable to or

larger than the antenna diameter, it is evident from Eq.(67) that the
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correlation lengths of the diffraction pattern along the x,y directions

are twice the correlation lengths of the refractive index irregularities

in those respective directions.

We stress, however, this result is related to the fact that the

horizontal correlation lengths PBx'Py of the Bragg scatterers are

equal to PcxPcy for the Gaussian correlation model (i.e., because the

horizontal correlation lengths are independent of the Bragg wavelength)

and because the horizontal wavenumber width of k,(K) is comparable to

or less than the width of the spectral sampling function F8 (K) (i.e.,

Px,pBy >.2D). If the Bragg wavenumber was located in a region of the

spectral space where the spectrum is defined by Eq.(B.16) (or Eq.C.7),

PBx'PBE would be of the order of I and thus much smaller than D

(Section III.C). Then the diffraction pattern's correlation length would

be about equal to the antenna diameter as heuristically derived in

Section II and more rigorously in Section IV.B.2.

A physical explanation for the diffraction pattern scale being

roughly equal to the correlation length of the refractive index

irregularities is as follows. In Section II we showed that the

diffraction pattern's correlation length was roughly determined by the

width of the scattering volume that contributes significantly to the

field at points about the transmitting antenna. If PBXPBy<Dx,Dy the

width of the scattering volume is equal to the area illuminated by the

transmitter.

On the other hand, if PBx,PBY>DX,Dy the principal lobe of the

diffraction pattern for each of the Bragg scatterers lies within the

smaller angular region X/PBX' X/PBY. Thus only those Bragg scatterers

lying within the smaller scattering volume of width

D sx Z/PpBx, DsyXZo/PBy will contribute significantly to the

diffraction pattern. This smaller volume of Bragg scatterers has the

larger fringe separation Xo/D,,X XZo/Dsy (Section II). Thus the

scales or correlation lengths of the diffraction pattern are PxPBy

which, for the Gaussian correlation function, is equal to Pcx, Py.
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It should be noted, however, our conclusions can apply to other

forms of correlations, not only the Gaussian, in which the Bragg

scatterer's horizontal correlation lengths are an antenna diameter or

larger. For the Kolmogorov-type spectrum, for example, described in

Appendix C, PxIPBBy /q. For this case, only if q << 1 (i.e., only

for highly vertically anisotropic irregularities) will the diffraction

pattern's correlation lengths be larger than the antenna diameter.

E. ESTIMATING WINDS FROM THE CROSS-CORRELATION

For sake of simplicity, but still to retain practical

significance, we shall examine methods to estimate horizontal wind from

the cross-correlation of echoes for the case in which Bragg scatterers

have correlation lengths satisfying condition (34). This is the typical

situation for scattering from irregularities generated by turbulent

mixing of refractive index gradients at wavelengths less than about 1 m

(i.e., isotropic scatter). We further consider the baseline of the

receivers R1, R2, to be along the x axis and restrict our discussion to

estimating the component of wind along this axis; the other component of

wind can be obtained from another non collinear pair of receivers.

Although condition (38) simplifies the calculation of the

parameters in Eq.(14), we need a more restrictive condition if we are to

make wind measurements with only two pairs of spaced receivers. If

condition (38) is satisfied, receivers can be spaced more the a

transmitting antenna diameter D apart. But if they are, it is possible,

even under conditions of zero turbulence, for the cross-correlation of

signals to be so small that measurement of wind is difficult. This

condition arises because the correlation in the Ax,Ay lag space is a

sharp ridge of width D (Section IV.B) and thus can lie between a pair of

receiving stations. Under this condition there is very little

correlation of signals in the two receivers. To avoid this condition we

assume IP2-P 1 <D.
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Using approximations (54) in Eq.(51) subject to the above

conditions as well as condition (53), and ignoring the decrease in

cross-correlation due to vertical advection, we obtain

|Cl(T) i=S exp [-ah 2 k)-2 ( -2 (k, ) 2 ] +N68 (68)

for the magnitude of the auto-correlation (i.e., Ax = Ay = 0) where S is

the signal power in Ri, or R2 assuming receivers are matched, N is the

receiver's noise power, and 6, o, the Kronecker delta function, is 1 for

T = 0, and zero otherwise. The signal powers in receivers RI, R2 are in

general different because of the inhomogeneity of the statistical

properties of the diffraction field. But if 1Pa-P 1l<D, then the powers

will nearly to the same.

The magnitude of the cross-correlation is

C12 (T) I=S exp [-a 2 (VOxT- X)2-(ahVoy2)2-2 (kot) 2] (69)

Because receiver noises are uncorrelated there is no noise term in

IC12 (T)l. If noise is due to external radiation (e.g., extraterrestrial

sources, other radars, etc.), however, noise will be correlated at zero

temporal lag in the cross-correlation function as well as in the auto-

correlation function. We can combine Eqs.(68) and (69) to obtain

2C~z(') I (I lCl (T) | N 8,br) o~ednahvoxx- (a66x/2,2 (70)

in which the only unknown is the wind v,, parallel to the baselines.

5 If the horizontal correlation length PBh of the Bragg scatterers is

much larger than D/27ay, then in the preceding equations ah needs to be

replaced with 1/2pBh, an additional unknown, which needs to be determined
from the data.
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By completing the square in the exponent of Eq.(69), we can

express C12(T) as

IC, (T) I|=s exp -- (I- p) (71)

where

af AxV' h(v/v)2 +2 (kot/ahVh)21
2( ax (2 ) 2 1+2 (koO t/ahvh) 2 (72)2+2(kot/ah%))2

is a loss factor which determines the decay of the peak of Ic12(t)l due

to turbulence and wind, voy, across the baseline,

2[ (av,) 2+2 (ko t) 2] (73)

is the square root of the second central moment of IC12(T)l, and

finally

·t ~p -,h VoXY(74)
2 [(ahvh) 2+2 (ka t) 2]

is the time delay to the peak of IC12() I, in agreement with the
results of Meek (1990) and Briggs (1984) under the condition that the

Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation lengths are much smaller than

the antenna diameter. Then the diffraction pattern characteristics are

known and there is no need for a full correlation analysis as described

by Briggs (1984). Note that in absence wind parallel to the baseline,

the loss factor qi can be significant, and thus C12 (Tp)<CC(0) , if Ax

is not much smaller than the transmitting antenna size as we noted at

the beginning of this section. To insure wind measurements at low signal

to noise ratio, it is necessary to keep receiver spacings within the

transmitting antenna diameter D.
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The peak of C12(X) is not at Ax/2vox as it is if turbulence and

cross path wind vanish, but is shifted toward zero lag; both turbulence

and the wind component across the receiver baseline shift the peak to

smaller lags. Furthermore, by rewriting Eq.(71) in the form used by Meek

(1990), it can be shown that 'c is equivalent to Meek's parameter "C"

which he states is the decay time in the pattern. This strongly suggests

"C" is the pattern decay time. In Section IV.B.3, however, we prove Tc,

and thus "C", is not the decay time of the pattern, but simply the

temporal width of the cross-correlation function.

It is interesting to note that if Vox = 0, then rp = 0 if either

vyOy0 or aot 0. For this condition the cross-correlation is, except

for the scaling factor exp(-q), identical to the auto-correlation.

Because rp is a quadratic function of vOX, rp increases as Vox increases

from zero, reaches a maximum value and then decreases toward zero at

larger values of vox. Thus there are two possible values for Vox for any

measured rp; simply dividing the receiver separation by the measured rp

does not guarantee a correct value for vox.

The spectrum width and thus the correlation time rc are identical

for both correlation functions as can be deduced from Eq.(71); this

supports the assumption made by Meek (1980) and Briggs (1984).

Turbulence can be ignored only if v, is sufficiently large so the

second term in the denominator of Eq.(74) is small compared to the

first. This leads to the condition v,>> 2(ezo)" 3(D/yX)2'3 where e is the

turbulent eddy dissipation rate. To derive this result we have used

Eq.(54) for ah and Eq.(10.67) of Doviak and Zrnic (1993) to relate ot to

E. Note, even if turbulence is "light" (i.e., e = 3x10"3 m2s 3) as gauged

by its effect on aircraft (Trout and Panofsky, 1969), v, would have to

be much larger than about 8 m s'1 in order to neglect its effect on the

estimation of wind (i.e., for D = 1 m, X = 0.33 m). Thus in general

turbulence cannot be neglected.

In Fig.5 we sketch the decibel values of IC11(t)l/1lC 1 (o) and

IC12() 1/IC 11(0) as a function of time lag with turbulence intensity

as a parameter assuming Voy = 0; identical curves could as well be drawn
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if both vy and a, had a set of specific values. Because we have

constrained Ap l<D, or is P1=-Pa and the statistical properties of

the refractive index irregularities are horizontally homogeneous, C,,(O)
= C2(O). Thus the normalization used in Fig.5 is equivalent to that used

in Eq(32) with the consequence that the curves in Fig.5 are identical to

sections in Fig.3b at Ax=o for the autocorrelation, and at Ax*O for

the cross-correlation.

T7 ( ec)
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Fig.5 The normalized auto- and cross-correlation functions (in dB)
versus time lag for Ax = D/2, 1 = 0.33 m, a = 0.63, and D = 1.62 m
(these are NCAR's SA wind profiler's parameters); Vox = 5 m s", Vo
=voZ = 0, Zo = 500 m. Note the intersection points r7 (indicated by
the dots) remain fixed at 0.04 s independent of turbulence. The
spike at zero lag is due to receiver noise.
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Because the radar is a sampling system, we have correlation values

only at discrete time intervals Tse = NCT, where Tse is an effective

sampling interval (or effective pulse repetition time) and NC is the

number of echo samples averaged (i.e., time domain averaging; Strauch et

al., 1984). The spike in the auto-correlation at zero lag (Fig.5) is due

to receiver noise N. There would be a spike of noise power, not

necessarily equal to that in the auto-correlation function, also in

IC1,2(T) at r = 0 if noise power, in addition to internal noise of the

receiver, had a contribution due to external radiation. The auto-

correlation at zero lag is the signal plus noise power.

The curves plotted in Fig.5 are the mean or expected values;

estimates of signal plus noise made with a finite number of signal

samples are exponentially distributed under the assumption there are a

large number of Bragg scatterers (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993). It is

surmised that correlations at other lags are also exponentially

distributed.

Thus, the auto-correlations about zero lag, and the cross-

correlation about Tp, will have the largest variance because there they

have the largest value. On the decibel scale, however, the standard

deviation is a constant 5.66 dB about the expected values given by

Eqs.(68) and (69), and is independent of the expected value (Doviak and

Zrnic, 1993). Nevertheless, measured correlations at larger lags

typically have larger variance because there is usually a smaller number

of samples from which we can make an estimate.

The previous equations can be used to solve for VoX in many ways.

One simple way of obtaining the wind component along the receiver

baseline is to recognize that the time lag Ti at which C12({)=C,,(-)

is given by

XThu th=indom axn th bsn (75)
4 yox

Thus the wind component along the baseline is directly obtained without

computing explicitly the intensity of turbulence, noise, or cross path
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wind, Voy. Turbulence and vy, however, affect the power level at which
the curves intersect and this level needs to be significantly higher
than the variance of the estimates about the two curves. The power level
at the intersection point is enhanced by having receivers closely spaced

(i.e., IApI<D).

Instead of depending on a single point to estimate wind, Ti can

also be estimated by fitting all the data to the assumed functional

forms given by Eqs.(68) and (69) to obtain a better estimate of ti.

Fitting a Gaussian function to data about the peaks of C1, and C,, is one

method applied to data to estimate the intersection point and thus the
wind (Section IV.F).

Alternatively, by taking the logarithm of Eq.(70), we obtain

log lC11 =( a2 ) 2[V rAX-AX 2/41 log0,e (76)
l ° (I vla-N ,,O) D O

in which we have substituted for a,2 from Eq.(54). In this form the
measured logarithms generate a linear function of r in which the

correlation at each lag has a variance that depends on the number of
samples used to estimate correlation at that lag (Fig.6).

Eq.(76) and Fig.6 show that the logarithm of the ratio of the
cross-correlation to the noiseless autocorrelation is a linear function

of r having a slope which depends on the wind Vo, parallel to the

baseline. Both the slope and the intercept of this linear function
depend on the spacing of the receivers and the diameters of the

transmitting and receiving antennas (i.e., through D and a). We can use

the correlations at all lags where Cji(i)-NA, .is appreciable to

estimate the linear slope of the data.

Lataitis et al. (1994) suggest a method to estimate v0 which is

equivalent to evaluating the slope of Eq.(76) at zero lag. In contrast
to the linear fitting method describe in the previous paragraph, their

method does not require estimation of the Ic2 (t) ; on the other hand

it might be less robust and moe sensitive to noise power. Note that

Fig.5 also shows that the slope of C12(T)/C11(o) at zero lag is
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independent of turbulence and cross path wind.'Although, Eq..(76) shows

that a measure of the ratio of cross-correlation to noiseless

autocorrelation at

ed) = E {y}

12'
(dB)

NS,0O)

Ax logioe (dB/sec)

gloe (dB)

Fig.6 The supposed dependence of the logarithm of the ratio of measured
cross-correlation to measured noiseless autocorrelation versus lag
time r. IC11() l, IC12 (t) are estimates of the magnitudes of the
auto-and cross-correlations.

the first lag is only needed to obtain an estimate of wind, a linear fit

to the observations for other time lags at which the variance is small

should give a better estimate of the wind parallel to the baseline. The

best method of processing this data to reduce the variance of the

estimated wind is yet to be determined.

Nevertheless, these preliminary results do show the influence of

turbulence on the estimates of wind. In Fig.(7) we plot the error bias

in wind estimates if wind is estimated simply from the antenna spacings

and the time delay rp to the peak of the cross-correlation function
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(i.e., the effects of turbulence are not considered). This wind estimate

is the so-called "apparent
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Fig.7 The bias error in wind estimate Qo as a function of turbulence
intensity o, if turbulence effects are not considered in wind
calculations. Parameters are the same as in Fig.5. The eddy
dissipation e (m2 s3) scale at the top of the figure ranges from
very light to light turbulence (i.e., e = 3x10' m2s') gauged by
its effect on aircraft (Trout and Panofsky, 1969).

wind" and it is seen that small amounts of turbulence can significantly

bias the true wind estimate. The eddy dissipation rate scale is obtained

by using Eq.(10.70) of Doviak and Zrnic (1993) assuming the one-way half

power antenna pattern width is 9°, the transmitted pulse is 0.7 ss, and

the receiver frequency response is Gaussian shaped with a bandwidth

matched to the pulse width (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, p.81); all other

parameters are those listed in the caption of Fig.5. In this computation

0.
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of eddy dissipation rate, we assume all contributions to oa come from

velocity scales within the inertial subrange.

F. APPLICATION TO A 915 MHz SA WIND PROFILER

Under a Department of Energy's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

(DOE-ARM) research grant, the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) has developed a unique UHF 915 MHz wind profiling radar which can

be operated simultaneously in the Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS) and spaced

antenna modes (Van Baelen, 1994). The radar's design is based on the

Radian LAP-300 system which is the commercialized version of NOAA's 915

MHz DBS wind profiler (Ecklund, et al., 1990). This wind profiler is a

portable low power radar which is well suited for field experiments.

A block diagram of the radar system is shown in Fig.8. The antenna

is an electronically steered phased array composed of four 16 element

micro-patch panels. The half power beam width is about 9° and the beam

can be pointed in one of five preset directions: vertical and 21° off

vertical in four orthogonal azimuthal directions. The entire array is

used as the transmitting antenna, but each of the four panels are

connected to four independent receivers and calibrations were performed

in order to compensate for the phase differences that existed between

the different receiving channels.

After digital conversion with sample spacings of 0.7 gs and

coherent integration of 200 samples at each of the 32 range gates, the

four coherently averaged time series are recorded on a common tape for

post-processing. In addition, the time series from each panel are summed

for each gate and passed to one of the radar computer's Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) boards to perform the real time Doppler analysis (i.e.,

the Fast Fourier Transforms, spectral averaging, and moment

calculations); usually the moments (signal power, Doppler velocity, and

spectrum width) are recorded on the computer's hard disk and are used

also by the radar program to automatically compute the consensus
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Radar
PC

Individual RX Doppler moments and
Coherently integrated wind consensus files
Time series

Fig.8 A block diagram of NCAR's spaced antenna system. The T/R's switch
the transmitter (TX)/receivers (RX) to the four patch antennas.
There are four independent radio frequency (RF) channels and four
analog to digital converters (ADCs). Time-domain coherent
integration is done in the digital signal processors (DSPs) which
also compute Doppler moments and wind profiles based on consensus
averaging.
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averages over specified time intervals (typically 1/2 or 1 hour) for the

DBS estimates of real time wind profiles.These DBS wind profiles are

also recorded on the computer's hard disk.

This unique DBS/SA wind profiler was first deployed in Lamont,

Oklahoma from 16 June to 26 June, 1993. During this time, the radar was

operated continuously in the dual DBS/SA mode, profiling wind for 50

minutes, followed by a temperature profiling mode for 10 minutes using

the RASS. The parameters listed in Table I were used to acquire data for

this experiment. Also CLASS rawinsondes were released at 3 hour

intervals providing in situ winds.

With the above parameters the dwell time for data collection along

each beam is about 33 seconds, but due to the overhead created by the

recording of the four receiver time series, the data along each beam is

sampled about every 100 seconds.

TABLE I

Pulse repetition period .............

Pulse width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Number of I, Q samples coherently averaged . . .

Number of coherent averages in each spectrum . .

Number of spectra averaged per resolution volume

Number of resolution volumes along each beam . .

Resolution volume spacing ............

Range to first resolution volume ........

Beam switching cycle . .............

(V = vertical, N = North, etc.)

..... 40 us

..... 0.7 is

. . . . . . 200

. . . . . . 128

. . . . .. . 32

. . . . . . . 40

. . . . . 105 m

..... 150 m

..... VNSVEW

During the experiment, a wide range of meteorological conditions

were encountered: frontal passages, strong low level jets, deep

convective mixed layers, etc. Thus, this data set provides an

opportunity to test the theoretical principles presented in the previous

section to deduce wind profiles. Although we have not fully tested the
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various algorithms that can be employed to estimate the wind, we present

some preliminary comparisons between estimates from DBS data, the spaced

antenna SA technique using the time lag to the intersection of IC11(T)

with IC12() I (SA/INT) as described in Section IV.E, the full
correlation analysis procedure of Meek (1980) (SA/FCA), and finally from

CLASS rawinsoundings. Comparisons of hourly average winds are shown in

Fig.9 for two days; one in which there was a strong low level jet, and a

second day during which winds were more moderate.

The DBS wind profiles shown in Fig.9 were obtained using NOAA's

profiler-online-program (POP) (Carter et al., 1994). This program uses

the five beam data, performs ground clutter rejection and a consensus

average over one hour for each beam, and calculates the horizontal wind

after folding pairs of opposite beams into a single oblique direction.

The vertical velocity is the mean velocity of the Doppler spectrum

measured with the vertical beam. Since it takes about 5 minutes to cycle

through three beam positions (e.g., North, South, Vertical) needed to

estimate the wind, at most eleven radial velocities at each height are

available for consensus averaging in NOAA's POP.

The SA/INT method is implemented by fitting a Gaussian function to

the four data points about the peaks of c1,,() I and C12 (r) . There is

no editing of the data to remove anomalous values, ground clutter, or

other artifacts. Because the vertical beam is sampled only about once

every 5 minutes, there are eleven 33-second long time series available

to perform the calculations of the cross-correlation function to provide

estimates of wind using the SA techniques. Since echoes from the

vertical beam are sampled for only 33 s before the beam is swung to

another position, and because observations with the vertical beam is

made 11 times during the hour, less than 10% of the total observation

time is used to obtain data for wind estimates with the SA technique.

Furthermore, only three of the four receivers were used to obtain the

wind components.
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The SA/FCA estimates of horizontal wind are derived from applying

the algorithms of Meek (1980). There are several checks to eliminate

anomalies which accounts for the fact that wind is not calculated with

the SA/FCA for heights much above 1.5 km for data in Fig.9a and not

above 2 km for data in Fig.9b. The vertical wind component is derived

from the phase angle of the autocorrelation function at the first lag

(i.e., the so-called pulse pair method, Doviak and Zrnic, 1993).

The CLASS wind profiles correspond to times closest to the radar

observations and have a height resolution of about 35 m.

In spite of the fact that the data collection was not optimized

for testing the SA techniques, the data presented in Fig.9 shows the SA

approach gives wind profiles which are in reasonable agreement with

those obtained from the more fully developed DBS techniques, and

sometimes agrees better with the CLASS soundings than the DBS estimates

(i.e., Fig. 9b). The large discrepancy in winds below 2 km (Fig.9a)

between the CLASS soundings and those obtain

either from the SA or DBS techniques might be due to the presence of

migratory birds which biases the radar estimates.
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V. THE CROSS-SPECTRUM OF ECHOES

In this section we identify a Doppler sampling function and

compute the cross power spectrum under the assumption that the antenna

radiation patterns and range weighting term can be approximated by

Gaussian functions. By using a spectral sampling approach, we will show

that we can derive directly a simple integral formulation for the cross

spectrum involving a pair of sampling functions under the condition that

the spectral sampling function Fg(K) is highly localized relative to

the spatial spectrum n( K) of the refractive index irregularities.

Using this formulation we obtain an analytical solution for the cross-

spectrum for both laminar and turbulent flows.

A. THE DOPPLER SAMPLING FUNCTION

The cross-power spectrum S12(o) is the Fourier transform of the

cross-correlation

S12 (() c2 ()e-re dT. (77)

where R is the internal resistance for a matched filter receiver

(Section III). Substituting Eqs.(22) and (B.13) into Eq.(77), and

integrating over r yields directly

S,2 (w)=(2()3M RfSc n() FD(K, J )Fs(0 dVK (78)
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in which

FD (I{, o) ) - Ie -2°2r2/2- J ("o+)d

e (kV.o.) 2/2K2 2 (79)

-K t12KIKa2 tJ

and where F,(K) is given by Eq.(23). Thus S12(o) is the result of

integrating the product of Zn(K) with a pair of spectral sampling

functions: (1) a 3-dimensional wavenumber sampling function Fs(K) , and

(2) a 1-dimensional Doppler sampling function. FD(K,() is a function

of the single K coordinate axis which is perpendicular to the surface

voK+co = a constant.

For large or (i.e., o, >> PB,) and D (i.e., D >> PB, pBy), FS(K)

essentially samples at a point (for the case of backscatter for example,

see Doviak and Zrnic, 1993, Eq.11.129). If ot is vanishingly small,

FD(K, ) reduces to

FD (KO ) : - e d:6 (r (Kv,) 80)
lim a-O

in which 6(Kvo+(o) is the delta function. Thus FD(K,(o) essentially

samples on the plane surface voK+co = 0 illustrated in Fig.10. The

composite sampling function is the intersection of FS(R) and FD(K,)

B. THE CROSS-POWER SPECTRUM FOR UNIFORM FLOW: AN APPLICATION OF THE

SPECTRAL SAMPLING FUNCTIONS

We can illustrate the application of the sampling functions

Fn(K) and FD(K,o) in Eq.(78) by simply considering the case in which
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ot = 0, i.e., there is no turbulence. Before computing the cross-

spectrum let's first consider the relatively simple case of backscatter

and assume v,, = 0. In this case we can use Eq.(11.129) of Doviak and

Zrnic (1993) and Eqs.(23), (56) to deduce that Fg() is centered on

the Bragg wavenumber = (0,0,2k,), is circularly symmetric about the Kz

axis, and has widths (i.e., the square root of the 2nd central moments),

parallel and perpendicular to this axis, given by

2a
(81)

wherein F,(KJ has significant value. Since oa=vz=O, FD(K,X ) is a

vertical plane. For a specified o, the plane intersects Kh, the axis

0

Fig.10 The Doppler sampling function Fo(K,e) if ot = 0.

perpendicular to KZ, at Kh = o/vh, and passes through F(AK). The power

spectrum is significant for those values of o at which this vertical
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sampling plane intersects significant values of F,(K) . Referring to

Eq.(81), this occurs for o in the interval

< WK±sAcHi (82)
Vh 2 2Vh

Thus the backscattered power spectrum S11(o) has significant values

in the interval Af=vh/D. This is about the same as the spectrum width

of obtained from Eqs. (49) and (50). This simple example illustrates

that the power spectrum has significant values only where FD(K, )

intersects those regions of K space where FS(K) has significant value.

We now apply the spectral sampling functions to calculate the

cross-power spectrum for uniform flow. In this case Eq.(78) reduces to

S12 () =(2n)3MRfn( Fs (K) (VxKx+vyKy+vozKz+) dVK (83)

Substituting Eq.(23) into the above and assuming ~n(K) changes slowly

in the region of K space where Fs(K) is significant, we obtain

(K -jb") 2+K
2

(K-jbz)
2

S12 M S2 4ah 4ae 6 (vo.K+o) dVK (84)
ahcaz

The delta function restricts contribution to the integral to those

regions of K space which lay on the surface

KX= (o-vOyKy-VOzKZ) /V (85)

When this function for Kx is substituted into Eq.(84), this equation

reduces to a 2-dimensional integral over Ky, K. Carrying out the

integrations but, for the sake of simplicity, assuming y, = Y2 = 0 and
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illustrating only those S,2(r) terms dependent on w we obtain

S12 (&) =S0expf- 42 ++zV ] (86)
4 2 [a 2(v+vy) +av 2 ] j

where So is a function of wind, 'n(K) , and SA parameters.

In general the cross-power spectrum is complex. To show the

dependence of this spectrum on SA parameters we need to express ah2 etc.

as functions of these terms. If the positions of the antennas satisfy

condition (38), we can substitute values of a,, etc. from Eq.(54) into

Eq.(86) to explicitly show this dependence. We shall do so for the case

of turbulent flow discussed in the next section, because that case

includes this one as well.

It can be shown that magnitude of S,1 is symmetric about

=-) Voz (87)

which is the mean Doppler frequency in radians per second, and that the

phase is linear with respect to u. The slope of this function agrees

with that given by Liu et al. (1990, Eq.29) with the additional

constraints x2 = -x, = x,, and the antennas are identical.

This solution is not limited to Gaussian correlation for the

refractive index irregularities, but is valid for a wide range of

spectra under the condition F,(K) is highly localized relative to

n(RO . This condition, however, is one typically satisfied by UHF

radar wind profilers, in which antenna diameters D and range resolution

a, are many wavelengths in size and the Bragg wavelength lies within the

inertial subrange of turbulent scales. Under these conditions the outer

or integral scale of the spectrum of refractive index irregularities

doesn't enter into the solution. Thus our results based on the spectral

sampling functions apply to a wide range of correlation functions,

including the Gaussian on the condition the correlations PcxPcy are

small compared to D. This latter condition forces the Gaussian variance
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spectrum n(K)0 to be broad relative to F,(K at the Bragg wavelength.

C. THE CROSS-SPECTRUM FOR TURBULENT FLOW

In this case instead of computing the cross-power spectrum, we

shall drop the multiplicative factor R in Eq.(77), assume On(A)

changes slowly in the region of K space where F,(K) is significant,

replace the cross correlation in the integrand of Eq.(77) with the

normalized cross-correlation function and define its Fourier transform

as the cross-spectrum s,12(). Thus, using Eq.(79), we obtain

s12 ( ) (2) 5/2 (2k) e -(+)2/2K2F () dVK. (88)

This equation can be further reduced to one that is integrable since we

consider radars for which 2ko>WK, or equivalently D>>». Under this

condition we can replace K with 2ko because K changes are small for

those values of K in which the integrand of Eq.(88) has significant

value. Thus Eq.(88) simplifies to

s2 ( (2) ) 5 /2 n
( 2ko) e -(o+) 2 /8koF dVK (89)

2k0o t

This integrand is a product of two exponential functions in which

the integration variables appear as squares or cross products of the

first order. Thus this integrand is integrable and so we can obtain an

analytical solution to the cross-spectrum when turbulence is present.

Nevertheless, the solution to this integral is very cumbersome, and it

is simpler to take the Fourier transform of c,1 given by Eq.(51) to

obtain

s12() I=IsexP 4[(2yav/)+2kV 2v 82] (90)
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for the magnitude and

(91)l2N ( ) -=_--, ( 2 -yav/D) 2 (X2 -Xl ) ( -i)

( 2 [ ( 2 y a v^) 2 + 2 oy2 + 2/82[(2¥advh/$)2+2k /+V z8O]

for the cross-spectrum phase. To obtain the explicit dependence on SA
parameters in these equations, we have substituted values for ah and az

from Eq.(54) assuming P1, P2 satisfy the stipulated conditions. We note

the slope of the phase function depends not only on the wind parallel to
the baseline of the receivers, but also on the intensity of turbulence

at as is shown in Fig.11, and the cross path wind component voy

0
Frequency (Hz)

Fig.ll The phase of the cross-spectrum for a 52 MHz SA wind profiler in
which the receiving arrays are symmetrically spaced about the
transmitter at a distance of 18 m for a transmitting antenna
beamwidth of 80 and a = 1, y = 0.54. The range resolution r6 = 100
m, v,, = 5 m s', vOy = v0o = 0, and turbulence intensity ot (in m s')
is a parameter.
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(incorporated in v,), as well as on SA parameters, particularly on

whether the receiving antennas are identical to the transmitting one

(i.e., through the factor a).

When turbulence is sufficiently weak to be negligible and

vjz/8 o2c4(27nyavh/D)2, Eq.(91) reduces to the formula given by Van

Baelen (1994) if the diffraction pattern of scatterers is isotropic and

the horizontal correlation length of the Bragg scatterers is small

compared to antenna diameter.

It will be convenient to express the magnitude and phase of the

cross-spectrum in terms of the Doppler velocity v which is related to o

by the Doppler equation

o=-2kov. (92)

In this case the cross-spectrum magnitude can be expressed as

S12 (v) =s exp (- vo) (93)
2a )

where so is a function of wind and SA parameters, and

2 2 2 +2
Ov=oa +o s t (94)

in which

VozXoa 8a (95)

is the spectrum width contribution due to vertical advection of

scatterers through the radar's resolution volume (this is usually small

compared to the other two spectral broadening factors), and

ayv nas- h (96)
DV2

is the spectrum width due to radial velocity shear in uniform flow (beam
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broadening). This latter relation reduces to Eq.(64) for the case a = 1

(i.e., receiving antennas identical to the transmitting one).

The cross-spectrum phase is

12 (V) =r (Ya) 2 AXX (97)
D 2 (aUv)2

As noted earlier, the slope of this function is proportional to the wind

parallel to the baseline as well as turbulence and wind components

orthogonal to the baseline (through the terms o, and a,). But, equally

important is to recognize the slope is also a function of the parameter

a which depends on the relative sizes of the receiving and transmitting

antennas. Finally, the value of phase at v = 0 is proportional to the

vertical velocity as noted by Fukao and Palmer (1991).

In the case Ax = 0 (i.e., backscatter) Eq.(93) reduces to that

given by Doviak and Zrnic (1993, p.125); the spectrum is real and the

phase term Eq.(97) vanishes.

D. ESTIMATING WINDS FROM THE CROSS-SPECTRUM

Undoubtedly there are many methods to estimate the wind component

along the baseline of the receivers. We now present one method for which

we can directly estimate the component of wind along the baseline of a

pair of receivers using only the cross-spectrum phase of these two

receivers. Furthermore, this estimate will be unbiased by turbulence.

Assuming vertical velocity is negligibly small we obtain from Eq.(97)

v == sv(98)
OX C

where

Co= (y a) 2 (XA) 2 (99)
D2
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is a constant radar parameter obtained from Eq.(97), and S, is the

slope of the cross-spectrum phase versus Doppler velocity. This slope

can be estimated by least squares fitting a linear function to the phase

data over the region where IS12(v) j has significant value. To estimate

Vo0, however, we need to estimate in addition the spectrum width o,. This

estimate can be obtained from the auto-correlation function C,1(r) using

pulse pair techniques or, since the Doppler spectrum is usually computed

for wind profiler data, by least squares fitting the observed spectrum

(after spectral editing to remove anomalies) to a Gaussian function. If

spectral processing is used, however, the window function will cause the

observed spectrum to appear wider; this window bias should be removed

using, for example, techniques suggested by Waldteuful (1976).

E. ERROR VARIANCE IN WINDS ESTIMATED FROM CROSS-SPECTRAL PHASE

We now address the precision to which wind might be measured using

the cross-spectral phase. Since the value of Co can be accurately

determined, the only sources of error in estimating Vo,, are those errors

in the estimation of slope S, and spectrum width o,. Thus the relative

error variance VAR[Vox] in our estimation of VoX is therefore

VAR[vo,,] 4VAR[a v ] VAR[Sx]
= + (100)V2 2 2

Vox av Sx

If the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), after coherent integration of the I,

Q samples, is sufficiently large, the error variance in estimating o, is

3Xao
VAR [aov ]

3 a v (101)
64 /E-MTse

in which M is the number of samples which are processed (Doviak and

Zrnic, 1993, Eq.6.31). In this equation T,, is the effective spacing of

the coherently averaged samples (i.e., T,, = NT,, where T, is the pulse
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repetition time and N is the number of I,Q samples which are averaged).

M is the number of samples remaining, after integration of the I, Q

samples, which are either pulse pair or spectrally processed. At large

SNR this formula is valid for both pulse pair and spectral processing

under the assumption the Doppler velocity spectrum is symmetrical about

the mean velocity, and narrow compared to the unambiguous velocity limit

va = A/4Tse. If the number M of samples is sufficiently large, the

relative error variance associated with o, can be smaller than a few

percent. This requires the condition

300v,
Met--- (102)

in order for the relative error variance associated with ov to be less

than 1%.

For example, if va = 10 m s 1, and o, = 1 m s 1', M will have to be

larger than about 400 in order to ignore the errors in the estimation of

v,. Thus under condition (102)

SD[ [Sx] 02
SD[ v] - (103)

Co

where SD[] is the standard error (i.e., the square root of the error

variance). It is seen that the errors increase quadratically with o,.

Since C0 is proportional to Ax, errors will decrease as antenna spacing

increase, provided SD[SX] remains constant. But, it is likely that

SD[SX] will also increase with receiver spacing because the signals

will be less correlated and therefore the cross-spectrum power will be

less.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The theory presented in this paper ties the properties of a random

scattering medium being advected by turbulent flow to the received

signal characteristics for a general configuration of receiving and

transmitting antennas not necessarily having identical sizes. We

formulate the solution by considering the cross-correlation of signals

in a pair of bistatic radar receivers for which the phase terms are

expanded about the center of the Fresnel zones for each bistatic radar.

This general configuration of SA components and our approach shows

limitations of the present theory which confines receivers to be close

to the transmitter and to have identical antennas. Furthermore, we show

the limitations of the Gaussian model of refractive index spectra and

the conditions under which it can be used to calculate the properties of

the scattered field. Only when the correlation length (i.e., the outer

scale) of irregularities equals the correlation length of the Bragg

scatterers can we correctly use the Gaussian model. The correlation

length of the Bragg scatterers, not necessarily the outer or integral

scale of the refractive index irregularities, is shown to depend on the

form of the refractive index spectrum and is the significant parameter

determining the diffraction pattern's correlation length.

If scatter is from isotropic irregularities having a power law

dependence about the Bragg wavenumber similar to that given by

turbulence theories, our analysis shows the diffraction pattern is

simply related to the transmitting antenna's characteristics and thus is

known. In this case there is no need for a full correlation analysis;

the wind can be estimated directly and probably more accurately using

formulas provided in this technical note because we do not need to

estimate the diffraction pattern characteristics (i.e., the correlation

lengths along each of the respective principal axes and the orientation

of the correlation ellipse).

In Section III a solution for the cross-correlation is formulated

in terms of an integral over the refractive index spectrum and a
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spectral sampling function F,() . We consider the condition under

which F,(K) effectively samples the spectrum about the Bragg

wavenumber to allow a closed form solution for the cross-correlation.

In Section IV, we use a Gaussian model of the correlation function

for the refractive index field and isotropic turbulence to derive

generalized formulas for the cross-correlation for two limiting cases:

(1) Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation lengths small compared to

antenna diameter, and (2) Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation

lengths large compared to antenna diameter. For the first case we show

that we are able to derive simplified formulas to estimate wind without

the need for a full correlation analysis. Furthermore, these formulas

provide wind estimates unbiased by turbulence, and show that the

diffraction pattern correlation lengths are only determined by the

transmitting antenna size. We also demonstrate that the correlation time

of the cross-correlation function, proven to be equal to the correlation

time of the autocorrelation function, is not equal to the pattern

correlation time (Sections IV.B.3 and IV.E).

For the second case, we derive (Section IV.D) the condition under

which the diffraction pattern correlation length is equal to the

correlation length of the scattering irregularities. For this condition

it is deduced that the scattering volume is smaller than V6, the radar's

resolution volume.

In Section V, we develop a spectral approach and show that the

solution for the cross-spectrum can be formulated in terms of a pair of

spectral sampling functions; a 1-dimensional Doppler one, and a 3-

dimensional wavenumber one. We give conditions under which we can use

these spectral sampling functions to obtain closed form algebraic

solutions to the cross-correlation and cross-spectrum for a large class

of refractive index spatial spectra with turbulence included. We develop

a method of estimating winds from the phase of the cross-spectrum for

which turbulence does not biased the wind estimates. Unequal receiving

and transmitting antenna sizes can have a significant effect on the

slope of the spectral phase which is used to estimate horizontal wind.
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Not including this effect in the analysis could lead to errors in the

estimation of horizontal wind.

In Appendix A we show a simple case in which the principal lobe of

the diffraction pattern of a pair of frozen scatterers moving

horizontally parallel to the baseline of a pair of receivers can

translate at the speed VoX of the scatterers, not twice their speed as

might be thought. Even the diffraction pattern of a distribution of many

frozen scatterers does not simply advect, it undergoes transformation as

it translates at nearly twice the speed of the scatterers. Although the

diffraction pattern of a distribution of advecting frozen scatters does

not purely translate, the cross-correlation of signals in widely spaced

receivers can be unity if, and only if, the receiving antennas are

identical to the transmitting one, and are symmetrically placed about

it. This unity cross-correlation is simply derived by applying the

principal of reciprocity to a pair of bistatic radars. The cross-

correlation is unity, however, at a delay r equal to the spacing Xo of

the bistatic radars divided by the speed of frozen scatterers, not twice

their speed. We conclude that if frozen scatterers are advected by wind

along the receiver baseline, the cross correlation can have two peaks,

one at zero space-time lag (i.e., the autocorrelation) and the other at

a space lag 2Xo and a time lag Xo/vo,.

In Appendix B we derive the lifetime Tr of the Bragg scatterers

and show they do not possess the long coherence time typical of discrete

scatterers such as hydrometeors; TB can be relatively short (e.g., <<1

s). We show there is another mechanism, heretofore not explicitly

accounted for in spaced antenna theory, which acts to decrease the

correlation of signals. Not only is there a loss of correlation due to

the shuffling of Bragg scatterers by larger velocity scales, but

correlation can be decreased because of the entirely separate mechanism

whereby the Bragg scatterers are destroyed by smaller velocity scales.

This latter mechanism does not play a role in scatter from hydrometeors,

but could be significant in scatter from refractive index

irregularities. Only if lag times T in the cross-correlation function

are small compared to TB can we safely assume the Bragg scatterers to
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be locally conserved. We also show conditions under which the lifetime

of Bragg scatterers can be longer than that deduced simply from the

cascade of energy from large to small velocity scales.

The estimate of spectrum width o, from the measurements of

autocorrelation automatically includes the contribution from Bragg

scatterer lifetime. From autocorrelation measurements, it is impossible

to separate this contribution from that due to shuffling of refractive

index irregularities by larger scale turbulence, commonly associated

with the symbol o,. In principle, we could have different levels of oa

and yet the same rT , or vice versa. That is, unless the turbulence

spectrum is steady, the rms velocities contributing to the destruction

of the Bragg scatterers might not have a unique relation to the rms

velocities contributing to the shuffling of the Bragg scatterers.

In Appendix C we extend our formulation to encompass a larger body

of refractive index spectra, not necessarily limited to a Gaussian

model, and reduce this formulation to a single integral (i.e., Eq.C.3)

over horizontal wavenumbers. We use a Gaussian approximation to match

the horizontal dependence of a Kolmogorov-type spectrum to derive a

closed form result for the cross-correlation. This result is then

compared to that obtained using a Gaussian spectral model. The

overlapping regions of validity of the two models are identified.

There are limitations in the results presented in this technical

note which can be addressed in future studies. For example, in our

derivations we have assumed that, if irregularities are horizontally

anisotropic, the orientation of the diffraction pattern's correlation

ellipse is known. For future studies we need to generalize Eq.(24) to

include the case of unknown orientation and tilted anisotropic

irregularities. This is quite important in developing an understanding

the effects buoyancy waves have on the estimates of vertical velocity.

We should also investigate the effect of transmitting antennas removed

far from the receiver array.

We focussed most of our attention to the case of small scale

irregularities (i.e., Bragg scatterer correlation lengths small compared

to antenna size), because they are the ones which typically are

effective in scattering at the short wavelengths used in many wind
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profilers. It could be useful to provide a more in depth analysis and

results (e.g., wind estimation methods) for the case in which the Bragg

scatterers have correlation lengths comparable to or larger than the

antenna diameter.

There is also a need to obtain theoretical formulas that give the

standard errors of the wind estimates for each of the SA techniques

suggested so that a comparison can be made with theoretical errors of

winds estimated using Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS) methods as was done

by, for example, Koscielny et al. (1984).

Because NCAR's 915 MHz wind profiler can be used both as an SA and

a five beam DBS wind profiler, it would be useful to compare winds

estimated from symmetrical three-beam DBS portions of this profiler with

winds from the SA portion. By using data collected in a region of flat

terrain (e.g., the data collected during the 1993 experiment in

Oklahoma), and comparing wind estimates using the two collocated, three-

beam DBS profilers in which winds are computed from either the east, or

west beams and the north or south beams of this unique 915 MHz five beam

system, as done by Strauch et al. (1984) and Pauley et al. (1994), one

practically eliminates differences in wind estimates because of

differences in the equipment (e.g., comparison of winds estimated from

balloons and radar wind profilers) and thus could establish the accuracy

with which winds are being estimated by the DBS system. Then the SA wind

profiler estimates can be compared with these DBS winds of quantified

accuracy.
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VII. APPENDIX A : COMMENTS OF THE MOTION OF THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN OF

SCATTERERS

A. INTRODUCTION

There seems to be some misinterpretation concerning the

propagation of the ground level diffraction pattern for frozen

scatterers, moving horizontally at a speed v at an altitude z and

illuminated by a transmitter on the ground. The misinterpretation is

that the pattern, as a whole, moves at speed 2v. For example, for the

simple two dimensional case, Briggs and Vincent (1992) state "a random

pattern of complex amplitude E(x,t) produced by the radar returns from

atmospheric scatterers is moving along the x axis with velocity

V......Note that the horizontal velocity of the scatterers is V/2".

Using the simple configuration of a pair of point scatterers, we show

that peaks and valleys of the diffraction pattern move at different

speeds even if the scatterers are frozen; that is, different parts of

the pattern move at different speeds.

More surprising, it is shown the principal diffraction lobe can

translate at the same speed as the scatterers. In the usual

implementation of the spaced antenna drift methods, (i.e., receivers

symmetrically placed about the transmitter) the diffraction pattern

appears to translate at twice the speed of frozen scatterers.

Although the spatial pattern of diffraction does not simply

translate, we demonstrate that, under the conditions scatterers are

frozen and a77 antennas are identical, the temporal pattern of

interference seen at two receivers, symmetrically placed about the

transmitter, will be perfectly correlated and will appear to have

translated at a speed twice that of the scatterers, without further

restrictions.
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B. THE MOVEMENT AND EVOLUTION OF THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN

To put the above inferences on a firm mathematical basis, consider

the diffraction pattern of a pair of point scatterers spaced

horizontally Ax, located at a height zo, and at a distance d from the

vertical plane of the transmitter (Fig. A.1).

T d x

Fig.A.1 Propagation paths from a transmitter T to a pair of scatterers
1,2, and from them to an observation point x.

Assume that the scatterers are sufficiently close to one another so that

the field scattered by each scatterer has equal magnitude at the point x

of observation (i.e., Ax < zo). By using a Taylor series in powers of

Ax to reduce the radicals in expressions for the various paths

(Fig.A.1), we obtain

IEX)' los .2 ( [d ] 2 ]1/2 [(x-d)2+Z 2 1/2

4 z 0 (A.1)

for Axc , z ,\X k= 2

which is the normalized magnitude of the electric field defining the

diffraction pattern to second order in Ax. Although the second order

terms do not appear in the magnitude they are present in the phase term

which we ignore. The conditions in (A.1) allow us to use the simplified

equation. The condition Ax< 4zO7A/i limits the separation of

4
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scatterers to be less than the Fresnel length. But, to have more than

one diffraction lobe, Ax must be much larger than 1.

It can be shown that Eq.(A.1) reduces to Briggs' (1980) solution

if d = 0, and x<z,. This latter condition limits Eq.(A.1) to describe

the electric field only in the vicinity of the principal peak (i.e., the

peak of the principal diffraction lobe defined as the one for which the

argument of the cosine function lies between ±t/2). This also is the

peak closest to the transmitter (i.e., at x = 0) when the scatterers are

above it.

Peaks of the diffraction pattern occur whenever the argument of

Eq.(A.1) satisfies the equation

ko fx 1/2 (x- d) ) = nl
2 2+Z2] 1/2 2] j/2 [d2+z]1 [(x-d)2+z 2

[(ko~X-d)+z ~ (A.2)

where,
n=O, ±1, ±2, etc.

Given Ax, d, and z,, Eq.(A.2) can be solved for each n that results in a

real value for x. For example, we can locate the principal peak as a

function of d by solving Eq.(A.2) for n=0 to obtain

x = 2d (A.3)

Thus, if scatterers move a distance d in unit time, the peak of the

principal diffraction lobe moves a distance 2d. In other words, the

principal peak moves at twice the velocity of the scatterers. Although

the principal peak moves at twice the speed of the scatterers, it can

be shown any other point on the principal diffraction lobe, or other

points anywhere, move at different speeds. That is, the diffraction

pattern doesn't simply translate as a whole at twice the speed of the

scatterers! Nevertheless, it can be said the principal part of the

diffraction pattern moves at nearly twice the speed of the scatterers.
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On the other hand, if the pair of scatterers are separated

vertically by Az, the magnitude of the electric field is

PE(x) =fcos ko 0Z ( 1[ d+ . 1 )I (A.4)Io 2 (z+d2)/2 [(x-d) 2+zo]l/2 (A.4)

As before, to have a diffraction pattern with multiple lobes, Az must be

much larger than 1. In this case, however, the principal peak is

defined as the one for which the argument has its largest value an

integer times r. The argument is largest at x = d and the principal

lobe is the lobe nearest x = d; if x = d = 0 the principal lobe is

directly beneath the pair of scatterers under the condition that Az =

X/2.

Using Eq.(A.4) it can be shown that the principal peak moves at

the speed of the scatterers, not twice their speed. Thus one needs to

exercise caution in using the space-time change in the diffraction

pattern of a pair of scatterers to deduce that a spatial distribution of

scatterers (e.g., a field of refractive index irregularities) will

produce a diffraction pattern translating nearly twice the speed at

which the scatterers advect.

Even though the spatial diffraction pattern does not strictly

translate, we develop, in Section C of this appendix, a physical

argument that demonstrates the temporal patterns of electric field

intensity observed at receivers R1, R2 can give the appearance that the

spatial diffraction pattern strictly drifts at twice the speed of the

scatterers even if a pair of scatterers are separated vertically, but

with the proviso a77 antennas are identical and R., R2 are symmetrically

placed about the transmitter.

For the general case of a distribution of translating frozen

scatterers, the temporal patterns have perfect correlation also on the

condition that the signal received at R, is delayed, with respect to the

signal received at R2, by Xo/vox, where xo is the location of R2
(Fig.A.2a). Because the receivers are spaced 2Xo, this will give the

impression that the spatial diffraction pattern simply advects at 2Vox.
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C. THE SA SYSTEM CONSIDERED AS PAIRS OF BISTATIC RADARS

The arrangement of receiving and transmitting antennas shown in

Fig.A.2a is typical for spaced antenna systems. But the transmitter and

receivers also form a pair of bistatic radars. By invoking reciprocity,

we have the same time pattern of signal at receiver R, if we switched

the transmitter and receiver as shown in Fig.A.2b. If all antennas are

identical, this is a pair of identical bistatic radars separated a

distance x.; but two transmitters are required.

Consider a patch of frozen refractive index irregularities located

above the point -x,/2 and uniformly translating at speed v to location

xo/2 in a time At = x,/vo. The bistatic radar T/R2 observes exactly the

same electric field

Vox

-Y 0 X^
-do 

v

Fig.A.2 (a) A pair of bistatic radars sharing the same transmitter T.
(b) The same pair of bistatic radars, but the transmitter T and
receiver R1 have been interchanged.

as that observed by the bistatic radar T/R,, but delayed by x,/vo. Thus

the signal at R2, if lagged by x,/v,, would be perfectly correlated with

the signal received at R,. If the transmitting antenna formed a

radiation pattern different than the two receiving antennas, a common

situation for SA systems, the bistatic radars would not be identical.

Consequently, perfect correlation of received signals will not occur in

I
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this case, even if translating scatterers are frozen. Thus, we

conclude, if drifting frozen scatterers are to give perfect correlation

in two receivers symmetrically placed about a transmitting antenna, all

the antennas need to be identical. Section IV.B provides a rigorous

theoretical basis for this conclusion.

Finally, if SAs are viewed as pairs of bistatic radars as in

Fig.A.2b, the temporal pattern of diffraction (i.e., the pattern of

signals in either receiver) appears to be transported at exactly the

speed that the scatterers translate, not twice their speed. This

conclusion results because the bistatic radars are separated by xo, not

2xo. Nevertheless, if the bistatic radar is configured as in Fig.A.2a,

there is an apparent speed v, = 2VoX of the temporal pattern if the speed

is calculated by dividing the distance between the two receivers with

the time lag required to perfectly correlate the signals received at R,

and R2. But, one should not interpret this to signify that the spatial

diffraction pattern strictly advects at twice the speed of the

scatterers.
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VIII. APPENDIX B: THE SPACE-TIME CORRELATION FUNCTION OF A LOCALLY

CONSERVED REFRACTIVE INDEX FIELD

A. INTRODUCTION

In this appendix we develop a physical picture in which turbulence

on scales smaller than the Bragg wavelength deforms the Bragg scatterers

(Bragg scatterers are the ones effective in generating the scattered

field, Section II), whereas larger scales advect them. We also show

conditions under which the lifetime of Bragg scatterers can be longer

than that deduced previously. We also provide an alternative approach to

the derivation given by Tatarskii (1971, sect.29) to obtain the space-

time correlation and the spectrum of the refractive index irregularities

that are locally conserved in turbulent flow (Appendix B, Section C).

In our solution to the cross-correlation function we are

confronted with the ensemble average

<An(r, t) An(r+6, t+-^) >n=Rn(r, t, 6 , ) (B.1)

which, is the correlation of the irregularities lagged in space and time.

The subscript n indicates the averaging is taken over ensembles of the

refractive index field. Elemental volumes or patches of An are assumed

to be transported by a wind field

v=vo+v/(r, t) (B.2)

which is the combination of a uniform component vo and a turbulent one

v'. We assume the random variables An and v' are uncorrelated. Thus

we are able to average independently over the ensembles of velocity and

refractive index fields. Although v is a function of time, we consider

it constant during the short lag times of interest. In this case An

might be locally conserved; i.e., values of An are preserved over the

relatively short paths along which they are transported. Before
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proceeding we need to discuss the conditions under which An,

particularly the Bragg scatterer, is locally conserved.

B. THE LIFETIME OF THE BRAGG SCATTERERS

The Bragg scatterers have finite lifetimes and thus do not possess

the long coherence time typical of point scatterers such as

hydrometeors. Nevertheless, the finiteness of their lifetime can be

ignored if it is longer than the lag times T necessary to compute the

cross-correlation function of signals in spaced receivers. The lifetime

of interest is that associated with the scale (i.e., wavelength) of

irregularities principally contributing to the observed scattered field.

This particular scale is the one having a wavelength AB=X/2sin(8S/2)

(i.e., the Bragg wavelength), and these irregularities are defined as

the Bragg scatterers (Section II).

Since the Prandtl number of the atmosphere is about one, the

variance of the temperature field will have a spectral form nearly

identical to that for the velocity perturbations. Then temperature

variance, like velocity variance, is simply transferred by a cascade

process to smaller and smaller scales until it is dissipated by thermal

diffusivity at about the same scale (i.e., the so-called inner scale) at

which the velocity variance is dissipated (Tennekes and Lumley, 1973,

pp.281-286).

We assume this argument applies equally to the irregularities in

the refractive index field which in part is due to temperature

irregularities. Velocity scales A>AB transport and reshuffle

irregularities at AB and smaller scales, whereas velocities at scales

A<AB smooth the irregularities at AB and larger scales thus destroying

them. The lifetime of An irregularities at the scale AB is thus taken

to be roughly equal to AB/vB where vB is the rms velocity of

scales <AB.
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To calculate VB we integrate the velocity variance spectral

density 2E(K) from KB = 27r/AB to infinity where E(K) is the spectrum of

kinetic energy density per unit mass. This gives the velocity variance

associated with scales smaller than AB. If KB<<K where Ki is the wave

number of the inner scale (i.e., where dissipation of kinetic energy due

to viscosity begins), we can estimate vB by taking the square root of

twice the integral of E(K) where

E(K) =A2/ 3 K-5 / 3 (B.3)

and integrating this from KB to infinity. A is a universal dimensionless

constant with a value between 1.53 and 1.68 (Gossard and Strauch, 1983,

p.262), and e is the turbulent energy dissipation rate, normalized to

unit mass (Tatarskii, 1971, p.48).

Assuming A = 1.6 we obtain the following equation for the

lifetime:

B=0 . 84^A/3- 1/ 3 (B.4)

This is in good agreement with the estimates made by Kristensen (1979)

and Tatarskii (1971, p.88). Thus the stronger the turbulence (i.e., the

larger the c), the shorter is the lifetime of the Bragg scatterers at

scale AB. For example, if AB = 0.15 m (i.e., the half radio wavelength

of a boundary layer profiler), 8 :,=,and turbulence is light (i.e.,

E3xlO- 3m 2s-3; Trout and Panofsky, 1969), then Bg1.6s. Only if lag

times T in the cross-correlation function are small compared to tB can

we safely assume the Bragg scatterers to be locally conserved.

Longer lifetimes of refractive index irregularities will occur,

however, if velocity variance is further reduced by processes other than

the transfer of energy from large to small scale eddies (i.e., the

cascade process). We hypothesize this could be the case in a stable

atmosphere because thermal stratification damps the vertical exchange of

heat and momentum. But, the velocity perturbations are reduced more

quickly than heat perturbations (or those for water vapor and hence
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refractive index irregularities) because internal waves in a stable

environment can transfer momentum but not heat nor moisture (Kundu,

1990, p.462). Thus, the cascade process for velocity could be a leaky

one whereby energy and momentum in the inertial subrange are transported

away by internal waves as well as being transferred to smaller scales.

In this way velocity perturbations can be dissipated before those of

temperature and humidity. Consequently rT will be longer than that

given by Eq.(B.4) for which we have neglected the leaks in the cascade

process. The refractive index irregularities could then remain long

after turbulence has ceased, but they will be dissipated eventually by

the much slower molecular process of thermal diffusivity.

C. DERIVATION OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR A LOCALLY CONSERVED

REFRACTIVE INDEX FIELD

With the caveat that Bragg scatterer lifetimes are large compared

to the lifetime Tpat = 1/2koot of the diffraction pattern (i.e., Eq.(60))

due to the shuffling of Bragg scatterers, we refer to Fig.(B.1) and

deduce

AN(r+6, t+X) =AN(r+6-vr, t) (B.5)

In arriving at this equation we have assumed the Lagrangian velocity v

can be considered constant over the lag times of principle interest

(i.e., T < Tpat). Nevertheless, v changes from patch to patch because v

is a function of r. The average over the ensemble of refractive index

fields is taken to be independent of r, t (i.e., the irregularities are

statistically stationary and homogeneous). Thus Rn is only a function of

bT, ,v. As a consequence, and by substituting Eq.(B.5) into Eq.(B.1),
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N (r+6- v,t)

AN ( r+,t+ )
Bsin

2 sin (E

Fig.B.1 A schematic depicting
irregularities A, B used
with An(r+6, t+T). Patch
location r+8.

a patches of refractive index
to compute the correlation of An(r,t)
B' is patch B transported by wind to

we have the correlation at time t given by
V.

(B.6)

where 6^=6-v (Fig.B.1), and Rn(6,T,v) is a function of the random

variable v.

Rn(6 1 ,T) is related to a spectral density function On()0 by the

Fourier transform

Rn (6, T ) =/e J n (K) dVK

where On (K) is the spectral density of irregularities at s=O. But

since 61 is a function of the random variable v, the expected value of

(B.7)

-41P --ew -411-

< AN(r++8 -V' , t) AN(r, t) >n=Rn (a I VI r) =R, (81L, T)
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Rn (&8t) is the correlation

Rn (6,) =<(Rn(6, V,)>v=e -J T+j <e -iv> v (K) dVK (B.8)

where the subscript v denotes an average over an ensemble of v' velocity

fields. Assuming turbulence is isotropic, stationary, and normally

distributed, the probability density function p(v')) of the random

velocities is

V /2V V2+V /2
_ vx "y +V,

1T; ) = -- , t 2o2
p (V'):= 1(2 e 23

(211;) 3/203C

(B.9)

where ot is the variance of each component of the turbulent velocity

field. Thus

(B.10)

This integral is easily computed yielding

t2K2G
2
t

Keikv'~2=e 2
(B.11)

When this value is substituted into Eq.(B.8), we obtain

(B.12)

where

r2
K

2
oa2

-j(,vTO - 2
Sn (K, T)=:, (A)e 2

(B.13)

is the wavenumber, time lag spectral density function. The Fourier

transform of this in the time domain will give the wavenumber-frequency

spectral density.

te-jK-v'r> = (/) ejK'vd d, v

Rn (8,-Z) = jK'8S (Klf r) dV
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If the spectral density function at zero time lag, n,(K), is

given, then we can compute the correlation function Rn(6,) . Isotropic

scalar fields having the zero time lag correlation

^R-n(O) - (K c for v> (B.14)
2v-rP( P. PC 2

are of considerable value in turbulence studies where Kv(6/Pc) is the

Bessel function of the second kind of order v, and Pc is the outer

scale or correlation length. The Bessel function is particularly

attractive because it can, depending on the values selected for v,Pc,

fit quite well many experimental data. In fact, the value v = 1/3 gives

a spectrum that coincides with one predicted by turbulence theory

(Batchelor,1953, p.114) for the range of wavenumbers K corresponding to

KPc >> 1 (i.e., the inertial subrange of turbulence). The spectrum of

variance for this correlation is (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993,p.391)

3 3
r(v+ )R(O0)p 3 (B.1

2 = ______ (B. 15)
On () In 3/2r(V) [1+ (Kpc) 2] v + 3 / 2

At large wavenumbers such that KPc >> 1, this spectrum reduces to

(In (K)=0.033 Cn2K- 11/ 3 (B.16)

where C2 is the structure parameter of refractive index irregularities. c2

specifies the variance of the irregularities at each wavenumber.
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IX. APPENDIX C: A SINGLE-INTEGRAL EXPRESSION FOR THE CROSS-CORRELATION

OF GENERALIZED REFRACTIVE INDEX SPECTRA

A. INTRODUCTION

The cross-correlation and cross-spectrum are presented for a

Gaussian refractive index spectrum in Sections IV and V. The Gaussian

model allows closed form solutions to be obtained for these quantities,

but is accurate only for a relatively narrow class of atmospheric

conditions. In this appendix we develop a simplified expression for the

cross-correlation valid for generalized refractive index spectra in

which irregularities of refractive index are assumed horizontally

isotropic. We consider a Kolmogorov-type refractive index model that

often best describes atmospheric turbulence, and identify restrictions

which lead to closed form expressions for the cross-correlation and

cross-spectrum. We also examine the effect that vertical anisotropy has

on the results.

B. SIMPLIFIED FORM FOR THE CROSS-CORRELATION

The theoretical development in Section III allows for virtually

all possible SA system configurations. For many cases of practical

interest, however, the receivers are sufficiently close to the

transmitting antenna so that condition (38) or the more restrictive Ap

<< D applies and formulas for parameters in Eqs.(14) and (15) can be

significantly simplified (e.g., Eq.54). We therefore restrict the

development in this appendix to condition (38). Substituting Eqs.(23)
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and (B.13) into Eq.(22), the resulting approximations yield

-,. ^ P2.Pa)ne -j.(,~'Ap/2) -_h(ot2t1/4 )
C12 ( ) = 3/ 2M(Pl P a ) ehP I () e jK (vAp/2)(2 /2/4a

ahaz

e - (oT-2/2) - (K-2k,,) 2/4a 2-jKvzvdV

(C.1)

where Ap=(pa-P1) is the vector separation of the receiving antennas,

M(P1 1 Pa) is given by Eq.(20), and parameters ah, a2 are given by

Eq.(54). The integrations are over the vertical wavenumber Ks and

horizontal wave vector Kh of the refractive index spectrum.

To simplify this result further we assume the refractive index

spatial spectrum n,(K) varies slowly along Ks compared to the

variation of the spatial sampling function F8 (K) along Kz about the

Bragg wavenumber, and apply condition (53) but retain terms to second

order in T if they dominate the exponent of any exponential terms. Thus

we can evaluate the integral along Ks to obtain

C12 () =272ah2 M(p, PP 2 )e (ahAp/2)
2 -2(aorko)

2ze-j2koV
T e-(va)

2

~~~~~~+00Xfl3~~ ~(C.2)

ff|I) (Kb, 2k 0 ) e -jKhI VhAp/2 IcoseO- (Kh/2ah) 
2 KhdKhdf f n (K' 2ko) e-: - / c-/' hdKhdS'

O -I

where 0 is the angle subtended by Kh and (vh-Ap/2). It can be shown

that the first exponential term, which can be rather large, is cancelled

by a term in M(P1,Pa) which is the inverse of this first exponential

term. The second exponential term gives the decrease in cross-

correlation due to turbulence, the third term gives the Doppler shift

due to vertical motion, and the fourth is the decrease of cross-

correlation due to vertical velocity; this latter term is usually

negligible (Section IV.C) and we shall henceforth not show it.
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Equation (C.2) can be integrated over the 0 domain to give

C12 (X) =4t3ah2M(P, P2 )e (ah^P/ 2 )e2-2(a trko) 2 e-J2koVoz

(C.3)

jfn(Kh 2ko) e -h/2h)'Jo (Kh -Vh l) K dKh,
0

where Jo is the Bessel function of zero order.

By imposing the more restrictive condition that the receiver

spacing is much less than the transmitter's beamwidth or, the term

M(p1 ,P a) which is quite complicated, can be reduced considerably.

This is not a significant restriction because receiver displacements are

often on the order of a transmitting antenna diameter or less. Under

this condition we can express the cross-correlation explicitly in terms

of radar parameters. That is,

C12 () =Ae- .2(tk 2e j2 k0 lo (Kh 2kc) e-(K/4 Y ) 2 (K
e12 n 2 h

(C.4)

where
3k 2

_j (P2 Pl )

4,/f7t/2OrC2 g(O)gT R )e ( 4
A =

=
c (k o Z) 2

Equation (C.4) is the primary result of this appendix. It expresses the

temporal cross-correlation in terms of a single integral over an

arbitrary, horizontally isotropic, refractive index spectrum.

C. THE EFFECT OF VERTICAL ANISOTROPY

We now consider the following horizontally isotropic refractive

index spectrum

0.033C 2
It (KhK K = , (C.5)

[K/h +q2 (K) (KJm K2)] 111/6
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a form used by others (e.g., Duda et al., 1988; Gurvich and Kon, 1992)

to express vertical anisotropy; Koz =27/pc and q describes the degree

of vertical anisotropy. q is generally a function of K such that for

large values of K=J:KT+Kz (i.e., for small scales) q-1, whereas for

small values of K (i.e., large scales), q tends towards some limit value

q"Pcz/Pch which is the ratio of vertical to horizontal outer scales.

Note if q = 1 the refractive index irregularities are isotropic at all

scales, if q > 1 the irregularities resemble prolate spheroids with

major axes vertical, and if q < 1 the irregularities resemble oblate

spheroids. We expect the latter anisotropic condition prevails in a

thermally stratified atmosphere. If q-1 as K gets larger than KOz,

the spectrum given by Eq.(C.5) reduces to the well known inertial

subrange form 0.033 C2 K11/3.

Because Dn((Kh,Kz) is assumed to vary slowly along Kz compared to

the variation in the spectral sampling function F(K) , Eq.(C.5) takes

the simplified form

0 033Cn2
4 n(Kh,2ko) = [ (C.6)

[Kh +q2 (2k ) (4ko + Koz) ] (/6

In Eq.(C.6) q(K) is evaluated at K=(0,0,2k o) (i.e., the degree of

anisotropy which is important is that associated with scales on the

order of X/2.

Consider the case 2ko>K,,, or equivalently Pcz >> A/2, for which

q 1 (i.e., isotropic scatter). Equation (C.6) then takes the form

0. 033Cn2
WDn,(KhLI~o/ =1*0) [K~+4k~1(C.7)

Kh2 + 4 ko2 11/6

This spectrum is essentially independent of the horizontal wavenumber

Kh for 0 < Kh < 2ko, and then decays rapidly to zero for Kh >> 2ko.

The spectrum therefore has, at the Bragg wavenumber KB = 2k o, an

effective horizontal width of about 2ko. This corresponds to an
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effective horizontal correlation length on the order of X/2 which is

the correlation length for a Bragg scatterer.

Note that the exponential term within the integrand of Eq.(C.4)

has a width proportional to D'1. If the width of this exponential term

is much less than 2ko (i.e., D > ), this term effectively samples the

spectrum at Kh = 0. Under these conditions the spectral function

4 n(Kh, 2ko) can be removed from the integral in Eq.(C.4) and the

integration performed to yield the cross-correlation

2 2 b2
C1 2 () = 8Ac D ) n =(0, 2k o ) e-j2k° v°OT e- 2 (ko t e ) 2

VhC8)

If 2k << Kz, Eq.(C.6) shows the effective horizontal correlation

length PBh of the Bragg scatterers is proportional to Pcz/q. If 0 < q

< 1 irregularities having vertical anisotropy appear as oblate spheroids

and the horizontal correlation scale of the Bragg scatterers increases.

Equation (C.8) applies only if 2k >> Kz.

If the restrictions discussed above are not satisfied the integral

in Eq. (C.4) is not easily evaluated. We can, however, approximate the

form for the Kh dependence of 'n(K) given by Eq.(C.6) to obtain a

closed form result. At the Bragg wavenumber 2ko, this spectrum is

essentially independent of Kh from 0 to K-q(4k2 + K 2z)l/ and then

decays rapidly to zero. Thus, if we use the approximate form

C2 K-1113e-^ (C.9)
fn (Kh, 2ko) 0.033 C2 K l l 3 e K/K (C.9)

we obtain from Eq.(C.4)
IAp/2-v hr l 2

C(T 0.33AcCn/Ke1 e-2kovoz e-2(koat4) 2 e 4[(D/4fay)2+K; 2] (C:10)

2 [ (D/4n ay) 2+K 2 ]

Equation (C.10) is an approximation for the temporal cross-correlation

that retains most of the characteristics associated with scattering from

vertically anisotropic irregularities described by a power-law spectrum.
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D. THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN CORRELATION SCALE

The diffraction pattern correlation scale spat can be determined

by setting 0=O in Eq.(C.10), and defining (pat as the square root of the

2nd moment of C12() along Ap. Thus

2
pat = D 2 , (C.11)

pat (27Y) 2 2 (q7)2(1+X2/4p2 z)

Typically X<Pcz, and under this condition q : 1, and

D2 X2 (C.12)__pat _ + (C.12)
(2n )2 2 ((2 )2

For remote sensing radars, the transmitting antenna diameter is usually

many radar wavelengths across, and thus the diffraction pattern's

correlation length is

-pat D (C.13)
27ty

which is identical to Eq.(57), a result derived assuming a Gaussian

correlation function for the refractive index irregularities, but under

the condition (34) (i.e., refractive index correlation lengths much

smaller than the transmitting antenna diameter). Thus under condition

(34) the form of the refractive index correlation function does not play

a role in determining the diffraction pattern's correlation length.

On the other hand, if pczc (i.e., long wavelength scattering

from thin layers)

1 D2 8p cz (C.14)
o patgg s' 2 2

Thus for highly anisotropic Bragg scatterers (i.e., q << 1) the pattern

scale is governed by the degree of anisotropy and the radar wavelength,
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and not the size of the transmitting antenna. Because Pch = Pcz/q if the

Bragg scatterer's horizontal correlation length is large compared to the

antenna diameter, the diffraction pattern's correlation length is about

equal to the correlation length of the refractive index irregularities,

a result similar to that obtained in section IV.D. The differences in

diffraction pattern correlation lengths is due to the difference between

the Gaussian and power-law spectral models. Both models generate a

diffraction pattern scale which is the larger of D and Pch.

The effect of vertical anisotropy (or aspect sensitivity) of the

scattering medium was considered by Doviak and Zrnic (1984) and Briggs

(1992). In the latter paper the spatial cross-correlation function of

the diffraction pattern (i.e., Briggs' Eq.(15)) was expressed as an

integral, over zenith angle, of the products of the transmitter and

receiver gain functions, a scattering cross section which describes the

strength of scattering as a function of zenith angle (i.e., the angular

spectrum of the scattered field), and a Bessel function. Briggs

identified this integral as a Bessel (or Hankel) transform (Erdelyi, et

al., 1954) and suggested an inverse transform over the diffraction

pattern's spatial correlation function would yield the scattering cross

section's dependence on zenith angle. Briggs did not express the

scattering cross section in terms of the properties (e.g., n( (K)) of

the medium.

If we associate each wavenumber Kh with a component wave emerging

from the scattering layer, we can demonstrate that Eq.(C.4) (evaluated

at T = 0) is a form.equivalent to Briggs' Eq.(15). The connection

between the zenith angle 8z and Kh is given by K^=2kosinOz2kOQz..

Using this transformation in Eq.(C.4) we obtain an expression which is

consistent with Eq.(15) in Briggs' 1992 paper.
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